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1\T.D.EA DLI NE.
State Revenues Up!
State revenues ratsed by
sales and use taxes revenue were
up as listed below 111 2004-05
accord111g to the State Board of
Equali-;.ation 2004-05 Annual
Report, released by Board Ytce
Chairman
Claude
Parri~h.
During the same ftscal year total
revenues collected by the agency
ro.-,e to total $49 91 btllton, with
$41 4X billton comtng from
sales and use ta"\.
Revenue-, collected h) the
Board of F.quali1ation prO\ ide
fundtng at the '>late and local
level for public servtce program'
related to health care. education.
transportation and publtc safety.

Economic Waves by UC Riverside
UC Riverside Makes Economic Wans Totaling $953 Million
CB Richard Ellis Consulting calculates that UCR produces
$5.50 in Yalue to the Inland Empire for eHry $1
invested from the region (June 26, 2006)
The first independent ana lysis of the Univers1ty of
Caltfom1a, Riverside's econom
ic 1mpact shows that UCR spent
$5.50 in R1vers ide and San
Bernard1110 counttes for every
dollar rece1ved from the same

area.
Altogether, CB R1c hard
EllisConsult111g esttmated that
UCR had a $953 million economic 1mpact 111 the state of
California during the 2004-05
continued on par:e 16

Stem Cell Research

Noteworthy facts in the report:
• Taxable sales in the state
totaled $515.30 billion during
the fiscal year, an increase of
$35.23 billion, or 7.3 percent,
from taxable sales 111 2003-04.
• Total sales and use tax revenues of $41.48 b1llion included
$26.18 billion for state programs
and services and $14.11 billion
for cities, counties. and special
districts.
• Gasoline, a1rcraft jet fueL
and d1esel and use tax revenues
rose by 0.8 percent to $3.40 billion.
CollectiOns from the
state\ tobacco-re lated taxes
totaled $1.091 b11lion. Alcoholic
beverage tax revenues grew hy
cominued on page 3

While we've all heard about
the controversy over stem cell
research, many of us really have
no clue as to what it really is and
what the fuss is about.
In 2004, California voters
passed Proposition 71 which
allocates funding for stem cell
research. The proposition won
59 percent of the vote and mandates the followmg:
• Establishes "Cal1forn1a
Institute
for
Regenerative
Medicme" to regulate stem cell
research and provide funding.
through grants and loans, for
such n:-,earch and research facil ities.

• Establishes constitut ional
right to conduct stem cell
research; proh1 bits institute 's
funding of human reproductive
cloning research.
• Establishes oversight committee to govern in titute.
• Provides general fund loan
up to $3 million for institute\
initial admtntStration/imple mentation costs.
• Authontes Issuance of general obltgauon bonds to finance
institute actiVIlles up to $3 btllton subject to annual lim11 of
$350 mtllton
• Appropriates monies from

continued on par:e 7
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Riverside Job Market
Rive rside area employers
expect to hire at a bulltsh pace
during the third quarter of 2006.
according to the l\1anpov. er
Emplo) ment Outlook. '>un ey.
From Jul; to SeptLmber. 47
percent or the compames interviev\ed plan to hire more
emplo) ee'>, whtle 1 percent
expect to reduce the1r payrolls.
according
to
t-.1anpov\er
spok.esperson E\ 1] n Wilcox .
Another 50 percent expect to
maintain the1r current staff leve ls.
" Riverside area employers
have stronger hiring intentions
than in the second quarter when
33 percent of the companies
mterviewed mtended to add
staff, and 7 percent planned to
reduce headcount," said Wilcox.
"Employers are slightly more
positive about h1nng than the:r
were a year ago when 47 percent
of compames surveyed thought
employment mcreases were
ltk.ely and 7 percent intended to
cut back.."
For the coming quarter. job
prospects appear best in construcuon. durable and nonco/lltlllled on pav,e 37
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ing other blight. They plan to
develop some 22 town houses 111
the area. M1xed-use plans will
allow for retirement centers and
low-mcome housmg in the
downtown corndor 111 order to
address the issue of the displaced. These "gorgeous" structures will be built with lowincome hous1ng funds. Lowincome hous1ng and affordable
housmg will be mixed.
The much-discussed plan for
a new lai-c m the downtown area
IS moving forward. The mayor
sees th1s as a good thmg on several levels. Most impor1ant is a
reduction in pressure along the
San Bemardmo port1on of the
San Andreas fault line. While
the city water table is not quite
as close to the surface as some
thmk, Morris sees the lake as a
way to take advantage of the
c1ty\
water
resource.

become effectively isolated. Th1s unfonunate economic disaster has been
evident for some time and
Mayor Morris plans to correct it w1th a new series of
mterchanges.
Cargo looms heavy in
the new clly hall plans.
The Alameda Corridor
East wdl run from Long
Beach, along Interstate I0
and
run
IntO
San
Bernardmo. A b1g "and
beautiful"
multimodal
center 1\ currently being
developed for the city.
This will be separate and
apart from the recently
remodeled rail terminal now
being used by Metrolink.
With the help of County
Supervisor Denms Hansberger.
the former Norton Air Force
base will become an important

jump in your custom vehicle and
Cwise ovet to tire Route 66 Rendezvous!
Infrastructure. property values.
hou~mg and retail demands and
general esthetiCS will all benefit
from the new lake according to
his plan.
Then there is lnter~tatc 215.
A It hough it · was ongmally
planned with cloverleaf exlls, all
of the on-and-ofT ramps wound
up being built to the east, directing traffic mto the c1ty. The
result was for commercial areas
to the west of the highway to

cargo-shipping
terminus.
Although the A1r Force built a
state-of-the ar1 runwa). one of
the deepest 111 the U.S .. Moms
want to extend it to accommodate 21st century aircraft. This
will work just fine in conjunction w1th the remarkable recent
development of warehousing at
Norton such as the distribution
centers from Mallei to Stater
Bros. takmg up vast amounts of
square footage.
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PFF Bank & Trust
to Open Five
New Branches

San Bernardino's
Man With a Plan
Mayor Pat Morns ha~ an
interestmg perspective on the
city of San Bernardino.
"It's a hard worl-.ing c1ty
with a lot of interestmg economic challenges. and with those
challenges go soc1al and cultural
issue:-. that contmue to challenge
the cit} worUorce. pollee force
and code enforcement officers.
We are a city on the move, but a
Cit) full of challenges." he told
the Bu:-.mess Journal.
H1s econom1c plans begm
with what was the Carousel
Mall.
"The mall\ coming down,"
he declared. The city is worl-.mg
with a developer to build housing and shopping and perhaps
even office space where the mall
currently stands on E Street.
"But the mall IS history," he
emphasized.
His plan is to recover the
downtown area, block by block,
to attract a new group of families. One new development even
has an incentive program for
families who might be described
as middle-class but are out of the
home market because of the current price boom. The city's program will help them get mto
these new homes and help to
build a new image. Then there 1s
the 20-block area north of the
California Theater. That area is
also a target. Hotels and businesses that are closed and decaymg and attractmg vandals are
not helpmg the area. H1s development corporation 1s reacqUiring many of the lots The area's
biggest problem. according to
his honor, is that much 1s this
property belongs to absentee
landlords. They arc hard to track:
do\l.n and even harder to regulate. !':one of this. however, will
slow down Morris and his new
crew.
The James Watson Company
has taken over the proJeCt, closing down old motels and target-
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Other elements of Mayor
rvtorris' plans mcludc such programs as Operation Phoenix,
Project Greenback and Arts on
5th.
Morris is reluctant to cast
any shadows on his predecessors
who were not as energ1zed as he
is. But he does credit his team of
public and private individuals
for the visions that they are putting into practice over the next
five years. He describes them as
"the best and brightest" in the
world of economic development
and mtergovemmental relations.
Among them arc Emil Marzulo,
Diane Lanning and his own son,
Attorney Jim Morris, who until
recently was with Best Best and
Krieger, LLP. "I feel blest to
have such a talented team
around me." he told us.
Pat Morris' first I00 days in
the mayor's oflice have not been
cas}. The Journal tried half a
do;cn times to talk to h1m and
fmally got him to sit down. with
the pollee ch1cf and the L.A.
Times cooling their heals in h1s
outer office. This lifelong San
Bernardmo County res1dcnt
clearly plans to make his city
competitive with Ontario and
R1versidc. g1ving the Inland
Empire a three-city 1dent1ty
again.

UCR Outreach Center Receives Irvine Foundation
Grant to Support and Expand Its Work
The
ALPHA
Center
recehes a math grant to support and expand programs
that enrich students' understanding and strengthen
teachers' knowledge.

PFF Baneorp. Inc . the hold
mg company for PFF Bank &
Trust announced that the bank
has signed lease agreements to
open five new branches 111 the
Inland Emp1re pendmg approval
from the Office of Thrift
Supen1S10n (OTS).
Two of the new branches
will be located in the H1gh
Deser1 reg10n of San Bemardino
County. The Hespena branch,
expected to open in spring '07,
will be located at the comer of
Main and Topaz Streets. Also
slated to open in spring 2007,
the Apple Valley branch will be
located at the comer of Reata
and Apple Valley Road.
The bank will open two new
branches 111 Riverside County.
The bank's second branch in the
c1ty of Riverside will be located
at the corner of Van Buren Blvd.
and Wood Road.
The San
Jacmto branch will be located at
the
corner
of
Romona
Expressway and
orth State
Street. The RiverSide branch 1s
expected to open 111 w1ntcr
2006/07 and the San Jacinto
branch in autumn 2007.
Also planned for winter
2006/07 is a second branch facilIty 111 the City of Ontario. at the
corner of Philadelphia Street and
Grove Avenue.
President/CEO
Kevin
McCarthy commented, "We
intend to further expand our
branch footprint in the high
growth areas of the Inland
Emptre where the levels of
household and business formation provide us with tremendous
opportunity to continue to grow
both our loan and deposit-

Officials at UC R1vers1de 's
schools outreach cleannghouse.
The ALPHA Center announced
today the receipt of a $150,000
James Irvine Foundation grant
to sustam and expand programs
for middle- and h1gh-school students, their teachers. and
prospeel! ve teachers from the
Coachella and Imperial valleys.
The new lrvme Foundation
grant augments an existing
$300,000 allocation that supports programs for K-12 teachers and their students in the two
desert valleys.
Pamela Clute, ALPHA
Center executive director and
UCR assistant vice provost for
Academ1c
Outreach
and
Educational Partnerships. is
excited about the grant because
it allows UCR to strengthen its
ties With the two desert regions.
"Th1s Irvine grant basically
allows successful ALPHA programs to contmue to have a
presence in the Coachella
Valley." Clute sa1d. "Using the
satellite campus at UCR Palm

Desert, we arc able to offer professional development for teachers. academ1es for K-12 students
and opportunities for commumty college transfer students from
the College of the Desert without them having to drive to
Riverside."
Some desert programs the
ALPHA
Center
prov1des
include:
G1rls
Excellmg
in
Mathematics with Success
(GEMS) is a collection of academieS for m1ddle- and highschool girls that focuses on
Importance of mathematics to
college and to life. The purpose
IS to equ1p gtrls w1th knowledge
about mathematics, community
service, mentoring and the spirit
of supporting one another.
GEMS has served 800 girls and
their parents, 20 college female
students scekmg cenification 111

mathematics and science teachIng. 15 existing teachers and
their principals, and 20 female
community leaders who serve as
speakers.
Desert
MATE
(Mathematics Academy for
Teaching Excellence) is an
mtens1ve summer program for
teachers designed to provide
them w1th mathematics content,
teaching approaches to the content and research issues related
to how teacher development
impacts student achievement.
Algebra, geometry and analys1s
form the core of the program
because these topics are a key to
h1gher mathematics for college
entrance. MATE has reached 90
teachers from Riverside and
Impenal Count1es.
California Mathematics

continued on pa~e 17
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State Revenues Up!
continued from page 1
0.5 percent to $314.27 million.
State property tax levies
for 2004-05 totaled $34.52 billion. increase of 8.5 percent.
County-assessed property values
grew $347 billion during 200405 to reach $3.48 trillion for the
2005-06 tax year.

frachises."

CALL FOR ART ENTRIES
INDIAN WEllJ3h2s
~

VFESTIVAl

March 30, 31 & Apr il I, 2007
I NDIAN W ELLS, CA
See page 13 for detai/J

"Pricos\41idfO<andicl>te>wnh ·l.OOto ·I .SO.,.,.,.._
Noo«"J"''h'h'I.CX&C\KtomVuo..,._Node«Only
Mu<t pr....,. od ot booking 5U1<J"Y.

• 2 Lasers on Site
· State OfThe Art Equipment
• CK &Traditional LASIK
• Pre & Post Op. Care

F REE CONSULTATION
"'LASIK
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Sodexho Lends a Hand to Twentynine
Palms' Families
Sodexho, the nail on's leading provider of food and facJ!Jttes management services, has
been a supporter of the Armed
Services YMCA for a number of
years. This year, Sodexho is
renewing its commitment to
America's military families with
a total donation of $166,000 to
the Armed Services YMCA over
the next three years. Sodexho's
donation will help sustain the
Operation Hero tutoring program and many of the other educational, recreational and support services prov1ded by
ASYMCA to military families at
Camp Pendleton, Camp Lejeune
and Twentynine Palms.
"Sodexho and ASYMCA
share the same goal of supporting the needs of our country's
military
community,"
said
ASYMCA Executive D1rector
Frank Gallo, Rear Admiral, U.S.
Navy (Ret.). "As we contmue
this successful partnership, we 'II
be able to make even greater
strides in improving the quality
of life for America's military
families."

Executive Time Out. ................................. 43
The ASYMCA offers essential programs to junior enlisted
personnel and their families,
such as childcare, hospital assis·
tance, spouse support services,
food services, computer training
classes, health and wellness
services, and holiday meals.
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More than three-fourths of
Sodexho 's donation will be used
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to support the Operation Hero
programs at Camp Pendleton,
Camp Lejeune and Twentynine
Palms. Operation Hero is one of
ASYMCA's national Signature
programs. Designed for chil·
dren 6-12 years old who are
experiencing temporary difficulty in school---both socially and
academically---this semester·
long program provides after·
school tutoring and mentoring
assistance with certified teachers.
Through its partnership with
the Marine Corps, Sodexho
operates mess halls and provides
other logistical support to U.S.
troops. The company's dedication to providing quality service
to America's military personnel
was recently recognized by the
Marine Corps with the W.P.T.
Hill Award "Best Full Food
Service Mess Hall in the World"
designation.
With support from Sodexho
and other businesses that want to
show their support for American
troops, ASYMCA is able to
operate more than 150 program
centers around the globe. The
ASYMCA has consistently provided programs to military
members and their families since
the Civil War.

For more information about
Sodexho,
please
visit
www.sodexhousa.com

Linda Lowry Selected as Pomona's New
Assistant City Manager
Pomona City
Manager
Douglas Dunlap has named
Linda Lowry as ass1~tant c11y
manager. Lowry will assume
her new position on July 20,
2006. Lowry has been city manager of Diamond Bar for the past
five years. She has also served
as
city
administrator
of
Bellflower and deputy city manager in the City of South Gate.
She
served
as
finance
director/city treasurer and ass1s·
tant city administrator m
Bellflower prior to being
appointed city administrator.

of commumty involvement,
Linda is a perfect fit for Pomona.
and I look forward to working
w1th her," said City Manager
Douglas Dunlap.
She has a bachelor of science
degree
in business
from
California State University,
Long Beach and a bachelor of
arts degree in English from the
University of Irvine. She is also
a certified public accountant and
is enrolled in the masters' degree
program at Claremont Graduate
School.

"With her wealth of munici·
pal experience and strong sense
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CLOSE-UP

D. Linn Wiley Retires From CVB Financial Corp. at the End of July
and Christopher Myers is Named New President and CEO
Citizens Business Bank is
one organization in the lnland
Empire making its name with
superior customer service and
performance for investors. From
its inception, the bank has outdone its competition because of
their focus on customer service.
In 1974, CVB Financial Corp.
began as Chino Valley Bank
started by a local group of businessmen from Chino. Their
vision in 1974 was to create a
premier financial services'
D. Lmn Wiley
organization for the community
of Chino. Although there was
of CVB Financial Corp. and
competition at the time, their
Citizens Business Business
performance attracted interest
Bank for 15 years, and has fosfrom three other local communitered the bank from 14 financial
ties, resulting in them opening
centers to 40 and from $500 milmore branches over the next five
lion in assets to $5.5 billion in
years. Chino Valley Bank
assets. During Wiley 's tenure,
became Citizens Business Bank
annual earnings have increased
in March of 1996, in response to
from $8 million to more than
the geographic expansion and
$70 million, and the market
the strategic business focus of
value of CVB Financial comthe bank.
mon stock has grown from $54
Today, Citizens Business
million to $1.25 billion.
Bank has assets of more than
Wiley received his associate
$2.5 billion, 40 branch offices,
of arts degree from Santa Ana
and a full line of business bankCollege, and his bachelor of arts
ing products and services;
in
economics
from
the
including asse~ management
University of California at
services. The bank serves the
Davis. He received his masters
business banking needs of peoof business administration in
ple in the ln1and Empire. Orange
finance and management from
County, San Gabriel Valley and
California State University at
the High Desert communities.
Long Beach. He completed the
Citizens Business Bank concengraduate school of credit and
trates on the business and profinancial
management
at
fessional communities, small- to
Harvard University, and the
medium-sized businesses, and
graduate school of sales manhealth care, legal, accounting,
agement and marketing at
insurance, and other types of
Syracuse University.
professionals. They have two
He has been active in numerspecific markets: agribusiness
ous civic, community and proand construction and real estate
fessional organizations, includfmancing. They serve some of
ing serving as director of the
the numerous dairies in Chino,
Inland
Empire
Economic
and provide construction and
Partnership; the Southwest
permanent real estate fmancing.
Region of Youth for Christ; and
D. Linn Wiley, president and
United Way. Wiley also serves
chief e"ecutive officer of CVB
on the advisory board for the
Financial Corp. and Citizens
Inland Valley Daily Bulletin and
Business Bank, will be retiring
the Inland Empire Business
effective Aug. I, 2006. Wiley
Journal. He is a director and
has been lhe president and CEO

chairman of the Federal
Relations
Government
Committee for the California
Bankers Association, and a
member of the Government
Relations Counc il for the
American Bankers Association.
Wiley
has
received
the
Outstanding Marine in Business
Award,
the
Distinguished
Service Award from the Junior
Chamber of Commerce and the
Distinguished Alumni Award
from Santa Ana College. He was
named Boss of the Year by the
American lnstitute of Banking
and received the silver CEO of
the Year Award from Financial
World Magazine. Wiley also
received the Merit Award for his
top ranking thesis on economics
of scale in banking at Harvard
University.
Wiley will remain a member
of the executive committee and
the chair of the Trust Services
Committee, working full-time
until the end of the year.

Christopher D. Myers will
succeed Linn Wiley as president
and chief e"ecutive officer of
CVB Financial Corporation and
Citizens Business Bank. "Chris
Myers was a unanimous decision by our board of directors,"
said Wiley.
For the past 10 years, Myers
has been with Mellon I st
Business Bank where he served
as chairman and chief executive
otTacer for lhe past two years.
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Mellon 1st Business Bank is
headquartered in Los Angeles
with additional offices in the
lnland Empire, O range County
and the San Fernando Valley,
and has $3.5 billion in assets.
Myers began his career with
First lnterstate Bank where he
completed their extensive commercial loan training program ,
and progressed through the management ranks to become vice
president and manager of the
Westwood office. He then went
on to join Bank of the West
(Sanwa Bank of California) as
commercial banking center manager for the San Fernando Valley
and West Los Angeles.
Myers is a native Southern
Californian and atte nded La
Canada High School, playing on
the football team. He went on to
receive his bache lor of arts
degree from Harvard University
and a master of business administration degree in finance and
marketing from the University
of California at Los Angeles.
Myers started on the Harvard
University football team, where
he helped win two Ivy League
championship titles.
"Chris Mye rs is an ideal
selection for the position. He has
a great background and extensive e xperience in business
banking . He knows our business
and he knows our markets," said
Wiley. " Chris is first-class in
every respect."

Bank On It
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continued from page I
general fund to pay for bonds.

Overall, Propos1110n 71 w1ll
cost the state about $6 billion
over 30 years to pay off both the
principal ($3 b1llion) and interest
($3 billion) on the bonds. State
payments will average about
$200 millton per year.
Stem cells are the butlding
blocks of living bemgs and are
umque because of their two
qualtties: I) They can copy
themselves, and 2) They can
grow into different cell types. A
stem cell has two op11ons once 11
copies 1tself-11 can remam a
stem cell or become another type
of cell, such as a muscle, blood
or brain cell
There are many types of
stem cells but the two most common types are adult and embryonic. Adult stem cells have been
used in research for more than
40 years and have resulted in the
development of several successful therapies. These stem cells
have the ability to create
replacement cells for those that
are lost through injury, d1seasc
or the normal wear and tear of
aging. Adult stem cells are cells
that have already begun to
develop mto a particular cell
type. An example of these stem
cells would be cells found in an
umb11ical cord during or shortly
after delivery. These would be
cons1dered adult stem cells
because they have a lready parttally developed mto blood cells.
Adu lt stem cells have the
abi ltty to replentsh the ttssues
where they are found. just like
the new sk in that develops when
a wound is healing Stem cells
are considered "multipotent ..
because the:r can turn themselves into several different
kinds of cells >within the same
basic cell type. Adult stem cells
have helped to find cures forcertain leukem1a and other blood
dtseases.
Adult stem cell re-,earch has
been supported h\ kderal funding in the United States: however. embryonic ts the evilstepchild of stem cell research.
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Embryonic stem cells were discovered m 1998, and it is
believed by some researchers
that they could help find treatment and cures for more than 70
senous d1seascs and mjunes.
Embryonic stem cells arc
blank. unspecialized cells found
in blastocyst. A blastocyst 1s a
mass of 150 or so cells that
develops apprOXImately 5-14
days after an egg IS fertilized.
Embryontc stem cells make up
the mner cell mass of the blastocyst. Embryontc stem cells are
different from adult stem cells m
that they are pluripotent, meaning they can grow into any and
every cell except egg and sperm
cells. Embryontc stem cells also
have the ab1ltty to contmue to
mult1ply and exist indefmuely.
Some scientists believe that the
versatiltty of embryonic stem
cells g1ves them a greater potenttal than that of adult stem cells
Thts is where the controversy begins because some people
belteve that embryos should not
be destroyed no matter what.
Most embryontc stem cells currently used for research are gathered from ferti lity clmics.
Infertile couples seekmg 10 have
a chtld often times use vitro fertiltzatwn to have mult1ple
embryos frozen and stored at
fertility cltn1cs. Instead of
throwing unused embryos away,
many couples can opt to donate
them for research.
Egg donatton is another
option through which embryonic
stem cells are made available for
research. Somatic cell nuclear
transfer (SCNT), sometimes
called nuclear tran~fer or therapeutic c loning, allows scienttsts
to remove the nucleus (containing the DNA) from an unfertilized egg and replace it with the
nuclcu' from the cell of a patient
who has a disease. The egg with
the implanted genetic matenal 1s
stimulated to convert to a blasto
cyst v. hich contains stem cells
that matches the patient·, disease SCl\IT otTers a >wa) to learn
about diseases and te't therapies
on human cells rather than on
actual living peopk.
conrinued on pa~e 20
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LGC Inland
The Dirt Cops of the Inland Empire

Maggio Joins
Inland Valley Bank
Christopher D. Maggio, a
veteran banker with 24 years
experience, has joined Inland
Valley Bank as vice president.
Before joining Inland Valley
Bank, Maggio was vice president and manager of the business banking division of
Provident Savings Bank in
Riverside. There he managed

major."
Bergmann took over Lawson
& Associates in 2004, changing
the name to LGC Inland.
Bergmann and his partner, Tim
Lawson, built the company from
nothmg and currently have three
offices with 49 employees in
Murrieta, 30 in San Clemente,
and 15 in Simi Valley. When
projects necessitate, they have
the ability to pull manpower and
resources from all three offices.
The majonty of
LGC
Inland 's work is geared toward
residential projects, while 20
percent is focused on commercial developments.
"We study geological maps
and look for old landslides.
faults, trenches and compressible soil. You can't build a house
on soil and have the foundation
break up," said Bergmann. We
get out there and drill residential
and commercial developments
and figure out the geological
concerns. We write a report and
contractors bid to make stable
paths for our residential development.
"Onsite we're watching contractors who are using the bulldozers to move dirt. We make
sure they remove unsuitable
soils, landslide debris, and make
sure they stabilize any slopes.
Then we sign-off on it and certify that work is done properly,
and it's safe to build a home or
start a business there."
business banking activities in 12
offices of the bank and oversaw
more than 400 commercial customers.
"We are fortunate to find
someone with Chris's experience and strong customer service skills," said Gene Wood,
president of Inland Valley Bank,
the newest community bank
serving the Inland Empire. "His
strong community ties and local
relationships will be an invaluable asset as we bring our spe-

LGC Inland specializes m
three types of consulting: geotechnical, environmental and
materials' testing. Environmental consulting involves
researching the history of a
property to make sure it is suitable to be used. Bergmann
describes their environmental
assessments as 15-20 percent of
their business, used in support of
their geotechnical consulting.
"Lenders require phase I
environmental assessment. We
have to see how the land was
used for the in the past; phase 2
is the drilling necessary to find
out the extent of contamination,"
said Bergmann.
Some examples of the type
of phase 1 environmental work
would be testing for asbestos
and lead-based paint. Phase 2
would involve underground storage tank investigations, well
redevelopments, and hazardous
materials· management. Phase 3
would involve mitigating the
problems with soil excavation or
soil vapor extraction.
The third aspect of LGC
Inland is materials' testing, and
is an area which focuses on the
beginning of the development.
This service would include
inspection of concrete, masonry,
structural steel, fireproofing,
roofmg, and waterproofing.
"Materials' testing would
involve such things as breaking
concrete cylinders to make sure
cia! brand of personalized banking to the Inland Southern
California region."
Maggio also held management positions with Business
Bank of California, Citizens
Business
Bank,
Valley
Merchants Bank in Hemet,
CommerceBank and Bank of
America.
Inland Valley Bank opened
its first office in Moreno Valley
in May. Although the bank is
new, its managers and employ-

they have enough cement, and
testing walls or foundations to
make s ure they' re strong
enough," said Bergmann. "We
also inspect asphalt, concrete
and masonry. Schools have lots
of masonry buildmgs. We must
be sure they are built correctly,
and they are safe."
These "Dirt Cops" use a
variety of resources to find possible sources of contamination in
order to properly handle them.
Their investigative tools include
record searches, previous land
usage, old air photos, and signs
of stained soils. Bergmann
describes the most prominent
violator as petroleum contamination; for example, when old
gas station sites have single-wall
gas tanks that corrode and begin
to leak. In Riverside County, the
most common contamination is
methane from animal waste
product.
"In Riverside County, we
can usually find the contamination and ship it to the proper
waste
facility,"
explains
Bergmann. "In other areas we
typically can dig all contaminated material out and haul to a
dump site, but it just depends on
the extent of the contamination.
Sometimes it's too much to fix
and a difficult process. Improper
habits from the past catch up
with us."

ees have more than 300 years'
combined banking experience.
Inland Valley Bank is a division of South County Bank, a
subsidiary of Cal West Bancorp.
Since it is wholly-owned by
South County Bank, Inland
Valley Bank can immediately
offer its small business customers throughout the state the
benefits of U.S. Small Business
Administration's preferred lending status.
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Top five, by percentage

by Anr:ela Vasque;:;
While geotechmcal and
environmental consultmg may
sound like a complex tag, Mark
Bergmann. owner of LGC
Inland, simplifies the term to
"Dirt Cops."
Bergmann 's LGC Inland is a
full-service geotechnical, environmental and materials ' testing
firm providing responsive consulting services throughout
Southern California. His offices
in Murrieta, Simi Valley and San
Clemente consist of geologists
and engineers who combine
their technical knowledge and
experience to provide cost effective solutions to complex geotechnical issues.
"We look for geological hazards and mitigate them to make
it safe to build on those sites,"
said Bergmann.
Bergmann's knowledge in
geology extends 25 years. After
finishing his studies in earth science
at
California
State
University, Fullerton. he went on
to work on commercial, residential, educational, transportation,
municipal and public works '
related projects.
"When I was going to
Fullerton university, I was a psychology major," said Bergmann.
"I've always had a natural interest in land forms. I've always
questioned the environmental
and physical aspects of the
world. I took geology at CSUF,
and decided to change my
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Com pan)
Pactfic Premier Bancorp Inc
Provtdent Pinanctal llldg
PFF Bancorp Inc
Keystone Auto. Ind. Inc
CVB Financial Corp

THE LOSERS
Top five, by percentage

Current Beg. of Point c;< Change Com pan}
Clo~c
Month Change
Modit:Lh Holdmgs Inc
II 82
11.50
0.12
2.8%
HOT Topic Inc
28.50
27.87
0.63
2.3'7<
Fleetwood Enicrprises Inc.
14.01
34.00
O.Oo/c
0.01
Hansen Natural Corp
39.60
40.32 -0.72
-1.8'7<
15.44
16.20 -0.76
-4.7%
Watson Pharmaceuticals
Ticker
6/21 /06
5/31/06
'1 Chg.
52 \\eek
Month
High
Clo~e Price
Open Price

American States Water Co
Channell Commercial Corp (L)
CVB Financial Corp
Fleetwood Enterprises Inc (L)
Hansen Natural Corp.
HOT Topic Inc (L)
Keystone Automotive Ind. Inc
Modtech Holdings Inc
National RV Holdings Inc
Pacific Premier Bancorp Inc
PFF Bancorp Inc (H)
Provident Financial Hldg
Watson Pharmaceuticals Inc (L)

AWR
CHNL
CVBF
FLE
HANS
HOTT
KEYS
MOOT
NVH
PPBI
PFB
PROV
WPI

35.06

lAO
15.44
8.50
168.25
11.70
19.60
6.59
5.33
11.82
34.01
28.50
23.67

36.90
360
16.20
940
184.87
13.84
40.32
9.39
5.70
11.50
34.00
27.87
25.33

-5.0
-5.6
-4.7
-9.6
-9.0
-15.5
-1.8
29.8
-6.5
2.8
0.0
2.3
-6.6

43.79
10.25
17.55
13.69
202.10
20.97
46.92
II ?7

8.58
13.25
35.5 1
33.15
36.93

Current Beg. of Point % Change
Month Change
Close
-2 80
-29.8'i(
9.19
6.59
-2. 14
-15.5'7<
11.70
13.84
8.50
9.40
-0.90
-9.6'7<
-9.0'7<
168.25
184 .87 -16.62
1.66
-6.6'Yr
25 33
23.67
Current Pit,

Ratio

Exchange

I ' O\t

28.12
3.22
13.78
8.38
38.03
11.19
2:\.69
5.77
4.00
10.23
27.01
25.04
23.51

20.5
NM
16.4
NM
55.2
31.6
28.3
NM
NM
11 .8
16.0
I I. I
18.8

NYSE
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
AMEX
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE
NASDAQ
NYSE

52 Week

Notes: (H)- Stock hit fifty two week high during the month, (L)- Stock hit fi fty two week low during the month, NM- Not Meanmgful

Duff & Phelps, LLC
One of the nation's leading investment banking and financ tal advisory organizations. All
stock data on this page is provided by Duff &
Phelps, LLC from sources deemed reliable.
No recommendation is intended or implied.
(31 0) 284-8008 .

MANNERINO
LAW

OFF

CES

Five Most Active Stocks
Month Volume

Stock
Hansen Natura l Corp .

14 ,085.850

Hot Toptc Inc.

16,142,452

Wat~on

13.74 2.300

Pharmace ut ical\ lnc

lU05.800

Fleetwood Enterprises Inc.
CVB Financial Corp

' . 174 . 771

85,177,588

D&P/TbBJ To tal Volume Mo nt h

Monthly Summary
6/21/06
Advances
Declines
Unchanged
New Highs
New Lows

3
10

0
4

"Laws were made to be broken"
Christopher North, May, 1830
"Had laws not been, we never had been blam 'd; for
not to know we smn 'dis innocence"
Sir William Davenant
1606-1668
9333 BASELINE ROAD, SUIH 110 RANCHO CUCAMONGA CA 91730
(909) 980 1100 • r AX (909) 9-41 ·861 0
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Another Primary Bites the Dust

LOOK! UP ON YOUR SCREEN!
b> J. Allen Leinberger

by Joe Lyons
Ho hum. Another primary
the block.. Your boss has to give
elcctwrr has come and gone.
you time to go vote
Docs an) body care'? It would
Eighteen-year-olds. most of
appear not. A less than 30 perwhom are now in their 50s.
cent tum out \\.as about the best
worked for thc1r suffrage back 111
we could muster for both
the rad1cal sixties. MTV's "Rock
Riverside and San Bernardino
The Vote" has been try111g to get
Counties.
those young voters out, but usuWe arc talking about an abilall) the) onl) manage to generlt) to participate in the poliucal
ate TV ratmgs. Speaking of
process that many people before
which. I am shocked to realize
u' have died for. But slight!)
that more people voted for the
more than 70 percent of our
\\inner of "Amen can Idol" than
communi!) sa) s. ··so what>"
voted for Buo,h and KciT) comE•o.!n toda). man) coumncs \\ Hh
bmcd 111 2004. Shameful.
I00 percent tum out are told
So \\hat'' \HOng·? Is it that
ho\1. to 'otc. We contmuc to he
the primaric' arc under promotshocked h;. the tales of political
ed? I doubt it. bccau.,e conmachmes \\hO put dead people
cerned voters would not wait to
on the roster. Man) of us still
he told. The) would care pasha\ e not gotten O\ er the embarsionate!) about the right to h.tve
rassment of Florida\ "hangmg
the1r opiniOn counted. The)
chad" scandal of some s1x years
would kno\1. the date and the
ago. It's because of that scandal
candidates and find their polling
that we still hear arguments
place. At least they would in a
perfect world.
about what form of polling place
is best for us. But we still don't
Is it that there arc no real
get out the vote.
ISsues? You would th111k. so. conConsider this. That 30 perSidering the kind of advertising
cent figure 1s the amount of regthat we were subjeCted to this
istered voters who turned out.
past spring. Most of It consisted
Not eligible citizens. I've heard
of telling us that we should vote
a lot of excuses. "I don't like any
for one candidate because the
other one was no good. There
of the candidates." ·'J don't want
to participate in this system." "I
\\as no discussiOn of what condon't want to take the blame if
cerned California. Nothing
the wrong guy gets in." "I can't
about education. illegal immigrants in our state or spending
vote in the primary because I
don't want to declare a political
by Sacramento.
party."
1'.egauve advertising may be
another excuse for ,·oter
Then there i-. the classic.
"VI)
vote docsn 't count."
malaise. AdvertiSing not based
111 truth could be another. It is
Excuses. not rea~ons. I ha\ e
cvl!n heard from people \\ ho
often not eas) to knO\\ wh1ch
side is lying. In the case of the
ha' e told me if the gm emmcnt
most recent primary. was the San
wanted their vote. the) should
get paid for it. OK, the system is
Bernardino county assessor real!) guilt) of sexual harassment'?
not perfect. But most of the ideas
If he was guilty, why wasn't he
that have been tossed out
charged? Why did the county
haven't made a lot of sense.
Three-day voting periods?
pay the penalties and let him
stay on. Whose version of the
Nuts. People used to take three
days to ride to their nearest vottruth was to be believed'? And
that's just one case. How many
ing booth from their farm.
other times have we been
Today. you can vote right down

deccl\·ed b) spm-doctors who
can make truth out of fantasy'?
Of course. as always, man)
things that we have no control
over often get tossed about
Where a local offic1al stands on
Iraq 1s not significant. Things
like abortion and gay marriage
arc matters for Washington.
Then there arc the propostt1ons.
Goblc-de-gook and legalese.
If ) ou can't understand
these. don't feel bad. Most people can't figure them out. They
ma) or ma) not ha\ e any effect
on the state. We arc constant!)
hcmg told that a ··yes.. 'otc
means "no'" and a "no" vote
means "yes." And .tll of this confusion 1s 111 English. What errors
get made in translations"?
I knO\\ what you arc thinkmg. I ha' e \\ ritten in these pages

before that we should always
vote "no" on the propositions in
order to make our elected representatives m the state capital do
the JOb we sent them there for.
But that on!) works if you vote.
I could tell you the old cliche
about bad politicians bemg
elected by good citizens who
don·t vote I could tell of men
and women who died at San
Juan Hill and Sa1gon and
I\om1andy and B,tghdad.
But you·,e heard these
thmgs before. If they haven't
motivated you yet. the; never
\\.ill. You have to \\ant to get
involved in the process.
In the end I ha\C to shrug
and sa), "Oh well, as long as )OU
don't \OlC. it gi\CS m) \Ole that
much more weight ··
I guess I should thank you.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
June 16, 2006
Dear Editor:
California's gay policy-writers are at it again. this time trying to
push their agenda down the academic ladder into elementary and high
schools.
There is noth111g ne\\ to leam from thetr SB 1437. except another
insufferable lesson on how gay rights activists have weapomzed the
concept of "tolerance." This lesson comes at the expense of our children, as state funds are dra111ed that could have been used for meeting achievement standards.
M) Webster\ definiuon of tolerance means to "recogn11C and
respect other\ belief's without sharing them." If parcnh and school
boards do not wish to reach social mores of the ga) rights "mO\ cment." the) arc branded "mtolcrant." because the\ arc not tolerant
enough to appease the mmcmcnt\ hubns. Yet. ga~s themschcs arc
111tolerant of the Judco-Christian principles on wh~ici1 our countr) was
founded.
The current trio of gay rights bills 111 Sacramento seeks to advance
their reckless intolerance. It will be trul) alam1ing if today\ legislators arc as easy to brainwash as tomorrow's schoolchildren.
Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Anthony
P.O. Box 3552
San Leandro, CA 94578

This is the year of
Superman.
It\ not JUSt the new movie.
It's the maJOr marketing campaign behind 11. 1\/ot only can
you fmd the Jcon1c diamond
shaped "S"-sh1cld on soda pop
and potato chips. it hangs as a
banner over Dodger Stadium
There are. or course. trad1ng
cards and action figures
Computers linked to the
Internet can provide you \~ilh
connections to mcrLhandise and
imager:r that Superman's creators never even dreamed of
hack 1n 1938.
For example. the V.arner
Bros. Website. supcrmanretums.com has desktop image~
and screen savers of the last son
of Krypton, along
w 1th h1s love.
Lois Lane and his
archenemy, Lex
Luthor, for you to
download.
Another
Warner Bros site,
wbstore.com has
such merchandise
as shirts, hats.
rings. t1cs. and
even cuff links.
For your cell phone, DC Comics
has offered up the S-shicld as
wallpaper on your screen.
Here's a strange one out of
England.
You
can order
Superman aprons. tea towels and
oven milts at crcative-tops.com.
They also have similar Hems 1n
pmk and purple. for Supcrgirl
fans.
You can order Superman
checks and a handsome matching leather checkbook from
chccksunl1mited.com.
Check the Internet Website
for Target and Wal-Mart if
you're shoppmg for Supcnnan
towels and bed sheets
The Inland Empire Busmcss
Journal was surprised to discover a local connection to the
Superman merchandise rage

with a series of peripheral Items
<IVallable from a company called
!-Rocks out of Walnut just north
of the 60 freeway. !-Rocks produces third part) dcv 1ces
such as keyboards, computer mouses. husmess
card readers and LSB ter
minab in variou' super
colors. all with that S s;mhol prominent!) dtspla)cd.
And our local super
connccuon docs not stop
there !-Rods uses the services
of Ingram \!hero as thc1r technology distributor. Ingram. with
an 800.000-square-foot h1ghly
automated distribution center m
Mira Lorna. sells only to
resellers. so don't be looking
there to get your Superman keyboard. They do feel
pretty super themselves,
however.
bemg #72 on the
Fortune I 00 list with
$28.8 billion m sales
last year alone.
The
Website.
superman
homepage.com does have a
hot lmk to I-Rocks. 1f
you're looking.
There is even a
company that can sell you a
Superman cover for your 1Pod at
xtrcmemacs.com/cases.
Speaking of the iPod. the
Associated Press announced last
month that Apple's 1Pod mus1c
player has surpassed beer drinking as the most "in" thing among
undergraduate college students
Th1s IS according to the latest
biannual market research study
by Ridgewood, '\e\\ Jerseybased Student Monitor.
Nearly three quarters. or 73
percent. of I,200 students surveyed said iPods were "m."
That's more.! than any other Item
in a list that also included text
messagmg, bar hoppmg and
downloading music.
It shoulJ be noted her\! that
many of you first learned of the

iPod here m the pages of the
Busmess Journal barely over
five years ago. The ongmal
dev1ces. while small. were big-

ger than the current models and
had less hard dnve _.,pace. thus
holding less music. It did not
hold pictures or v1deos and did
not have color capability. but it
began the :! I st century\ d1gital
music revolutiOn.
Even as you read th1s. people
are downloading the soundtrack
to "Supcm1an Rctums" off of
Apple's iTunes Mus1c Store.
bnng111g cveryth111g full c1rcle.
But there IS more to come.
Last year in these pages we
announced the development of
"Blue Ray" DVDs. More than
likely the 14 d1sk. "Ultimate
Superman Box Set" due for
release 111 the fall, will be a\allable m 'blue-ray.·

Your current DVD player
has a red ruby that projects a
laser ray, wh1ch reads the tracks.
The blue ray will play your old
disks. but your old player
will not read the new blucra) disks. That 14 disk
Supcm1an bo\, by the way.
\\ 1ll have the nt!w mo\ ic.
"Supcm1an Returns... as
\\ell as the four newly reedited Christopher Reeve
films and other features.
meluding a film of the '60s
Broadway mus1cal. "Up. Up and
Away"
Like \\e said. the guys who
developed Superman back in
their college dormitory in prewar Cleveland never dreamed of
all of this. Besides, you were
looking for something to replace
all of that old Batman and
Spider-Man stuff anyway.

CALL FOR ART ENTRIES

INDIAN WELLSh?rs

lyffiiNA!

March 30,31 & April I, 2007
INDIAN WELLS, CA

I want to subscnbe to the In/end Empu·e Susmess Joumol
Two Year $~8 -

My check " enclosed
Charge to my cred1t card

--·

Includes 2006

Book of LISts (A $30 Value}

Master Card

V1sa Exp Date - - - -

Credit Card No. , _ . - - - - - - - - - -

S1gnature _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Company
Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

City/State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ z,p

_____

Phon~·---------------------------

- - - - - '1Ac-~.;hc<.:!. .p.l;ab"lt:lc~ l;;t;";;df.ffip~eH~,;nc;; fuu"m:;l - - - - F.n

PO Bnx lll?Q . R.Hll"hO CUl"i.UnOn)!a. (~\ 41729
(40Y~ 4S' ..1"'05 hll more tnto. call (t)fNJ 4S '·4700
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Largest Credit Unions in the Inland Empire

Credit Unions vs. Banks

Hemkeel hy .·\He/\

\\hat i.., a Credit l nion'?
Tiw fund.un~·nt,ll dtffen:nce
"the not-lor-pmlll co-opcr.lli\C
\tructurc of credit un1on,. A-, coopcratt\ c-,, crcdll umon-, .1rc
owned h) their mcmhcr-,-unlikc
banks. \\ luch arc O\\ ned hy the1r
stockholder-,. And unlike hanks.
where the profib are retumed to
the share-holding stockholders,
credit union "profits" (or excess
earnings) arc retumed to the
member/owners in the fom1 of
superior rates, lower fees, and
high quality products and services.
Members of participating
credit
unions,
including
Arrowhead Credit Union. have
free access to over 19.000 COOP Network ATMs and over 900
Sen ice Center locations in the
L.S.
As member-owned co-operatives, credit unions operate on a
democratic model. Each member has the power to influence
and direct credit union policy and. unlike banks. credit unions
give their members "a voice" in
the organization's operations.
Credit unions hold annual
meetings during which members
elect a board of directors-from
among their membership-to
represent the members in determining the future direction of
the credit union. The credit
union
not-for-profit model
allows for cooperative decisionmaking, which empowers each
and every credit union member.

Frequently Asked Questions:
Q. Are Credit Unions Safe?
A. Like other financial institutions. credit unions are closely
regulated. Historically, they
have operated in a very prudent
manner. The National Credit
Union Share Insurance Fund
(NCUSIF), administered by an
agency of the federal gO\ ernmen!. msures deposits of RO million credit union members at all
federal and many state credit
unions nationwide. Deposits up
to $I 00,000 per account are

in-,ured I 1ke'' ISe. depo,ih .1rc
llhur~·d lor 'S I 00.000 or more in
-,t.llc-ch.lrtered credll unwn-,
cm crcd hy pn' ate Insurance
programs. Of the federal deposit
in-,urance funds. the NCLSIF
has had the strongest eqUII) -to
insured nsk ratio over the last
decade. '\;ot one penn) of an:r
msured sa\ ings has ever been
lost by a member of a federally
insured credit union.

Q. What Are the Advantages
of Credit Unions'?
A. Credit umons exist only to
serve their member-owners.
Surveys repeatedly show members are more satisfied with the
service the:r receive from their
credit union than customers of
banks or savings and loans arc
\\ 1th their institutions. Because
credit unions are democratic.
member-owned cooperatives.
members have the power to
direct credit union policy. If the
maJority of members arc dissatisfied with the directors who set
the policies of their credit union.
they have the power to replace
them. Credit union elections are
based on a one-member, onevote structure. This structure is
in contrast to for-profit. public
companies where stockholders
vote according to the number of
shares they own. Their nonprofit status enables credit unions to
operate at a lower cost than
many for-protit institutions and
helps them to offer competitive
loan and savings rates. For
instance. credit unions usually
charge lower interest on credit
cards than most other providers,
and man) credit unions charge
no annual card fee.

Q. Can Anyone Join a Credit
Union?
A. Members of each credit
union must share a "common
hond," such as the same workplace, church, fratemal organization. or neighborhood.
lf)OU have any questions please
feel free to contact Arrowhead
Credit Union's Governmental

\!Tan·, Office .11 the l!lform.llwn
belO\\. \mmhcad Cn:dll Lmnn
GO\ crnment.tl Affairs team
stri\ es to represent the best
mtercsts of th.: members
through .td\ OGIC) and education We appreciate your support
and welcome your feedback.

Contact:
Pete A ~utfar

'<a me of Crt~lit l nion
\dd,.,,
Cil). Slate, lip

I oan'

Memher.

Bmnche-.

$

Altura Credil l nion
~X-17 Campu' Park"·')
R"""'de . CA 92'i07

7K4.1XXJ.(XKl

660.000.000

106,000

170

I.

12

\tark Ha,.kit"
Pr<"cknt 'Cf·O
(951' 'i71 'i101!571 5830

\rrowhead C'rtdit lnion
PO Box 715
San Bernardino. CA 92402

727,1M~l.OOO

6W.IMXI,IX~l

2.

135,650

510

21

l.arf) R. Sharp
Pre"dent/CLO
C909) 379-62Kil!379-6217
arro"hcadcu.org

lSA Federal Cmlit l'inon
<1999 W111o" Creek Rd.
San D1ego. CA 92131

603,(XXl.ll00

6l0.(l(l0.0!XI

20

Toni Clark

3.

417.697.11()(1

145.22K.516

1H.51l0

4.

\larch Communilv Credit l nion
21520 Cactus Ave.·
Moreno Valley, CA 92551
'\orton Communih Credit l nion'
\lam· 29'i S. Tlp[ll-c-anoe.
San Bem.rdmo. CA 41421.{)X47

149.R63,797

95.~18,242

13.115

5.

6.

High ~rt Fedeml Credil Union
15099 Kamana Road
Apple Valle). CA 92107 11RH

lH2.1Xl0.948

l45,.169Jl0

11.616

7.

Sen ice Plus Creditl nion
121l'llmvcmty \\e.
R•vmid<, CA 92507

Q(l.46 I 9'17

52.899,159

7.560

13

La Lorna Federal Crtdil l nion
I 111 I Andc"on St.
Loma Lmda. CA 92154

64,474.796

.16.1 16.9()()

10.807

10

8.

Fll\: ( 909) 3 79 - fl\J08

Credit Unions

Banks

Credit umons have member-ov.ners.
not customers. Each person v. ho
"deposits" money 10 a credit union
becomes a member of the credit
union because hts deposit ts considered hts share of the ownership.
That means credit unions arc member-owned. Each member is also an
ov.ner of the credit union.

Banks can st:rve anyone 10 the gen.
.:ral public. Banks have customers
v.ho have no votce 10 how the bank
IS operated. Banks art: owned by
small groups of investor\ who
expect a certain return on their
investments.

Credit unions arc democraucall}
controlled. They arc run by a volun·
leer board of directors elected b:r
and from the membership. Each
member has one vote in electing
board members and certain com miltee m.:mbers and can run for election to th.: board or commllt.:es.

At banks, onl} the 10vcstors have
voting privileges. cu,lomers don't
have voung rights. cannot be elected
to the board, and have no authorit}
10 the overall governance of their
bank.

Credit umons arc not-for-profit.
This doesn't mean !hat they do not
or should not make a profit After
expenses are paid and reserves are
set astdc, surplus earnings are
retumed to members tn the fo1111s of
higher dividends. lov.er loan rates
and free or low-cost services.

In banks, only the tnvestors get a
share of the profits.

Federally-chartered and all of
California's state-chartered credit
unions are 10sured by the National
Credit Union Share Insurance Fund
(NCUSIF}, which is managed by the
National
Credit
Union
Admtnistrauon, an agencj of the
federal government. As a federal
deposit insurance fund. the NCUSIF
is backed by the full faith and credit
of the U.S. government. The
NCUS!F is the only deposit tnsurance fund that operates on a pay-asyou-go system, v.hich prevents the
accumulation of annual lossc\. The
NCUSIF has never had to use taxpayers' monej.

Banks are tnsured by the federal
government. Their insurance fund ts
called the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corp. Part of thts fund. which covers savings and loans, had to be
bailed out by using billtons of dollars of taxpayers' money. The FDIC
is not operated on a pay-as-you-go
system.

Credit unions arc part of a v.orldv.idc support nctv.ork that includes
crt:dit unions. slate credit union
leagues (California Credit linton
Leagu.:). a national trade assouatton
(Credit Union National Assoclallon)
and a worldwide credit unton organt/atwn (WOCCU). They share
ideas, info1111ation and resources.

Most banb belong to state and
nauonal organuations llov.e\et,
banJ..s usual!) arc reluctant to share
tdcas. infom1a11on and resources.

l1tle

Phone!Fa'
~.-\1a•l \dd""'

\ P. Dm'( tor of

Gm·el'llln£'1/tal Afjiun
Arrowhead Crcdir Union
PO Bo.\ 735, U08fl
San Bernardino. CA 92.J02
paguilar@ arrowheadcu.org

Ke\ f\ccutl\ c

~WfTih~/~¥<"~5~1 31-RICMl
~rvtccwru~afcd.org

106

Bob Cameron
Pre\ldcm,CEO
(951) 6564411/697-R024
marchccu(a m.1rchccu.org
Debra Ganna,.a~
Prc,ulentiCEO ·
(909) 1~2 1324!382· 7Q85
"'""'"" norcomcu or£

fhom3> J. Bro>+n
Pre,.dcnt,U:O

78

(76()) 241-5646/242-.~042

hdfcu(a gt< net

Todd \lurdoch

CEO

1909) 7%-0206/79(>.221.1
llfcu.org

linited Melhodist Federal Credit limon•

20.51Ml.(l(l()

9.

'i405 E. Arrow H1ghwa)
\lontclalf. C •\ 9 I763
lsi Valle~ Credit Union
2441 N Sierra Way
San Bemardmo. CA 92405

55,441.m

I0.

Inland Empi~ Cmlit l'nion•
401 E. Se.:ond St.
Pomona, CA 91766

45.000,000

II.

Beroeta Titus
PrNdcnt,Cl:O
t951) 6XO !99RnK?-66'/9

4500

Ramon Noperi
Pre"cknVCEO
(909! 9464096r'JRI-7055
mcmtl<rservKc.-@ umlcu org

13

21

16,810.907

Debbie Barrera

CEO

(909) 882-2911/881-4162

21.000,000

99,{)()()

20

2

GeorRe E. Kirschner, CPA
President/CEO
{9091 865-2655/469-1095

slaff@mlandempirtcu.org
19,()()(1.000

Raincro<< Cmlit lnion
H'i411nd•ana A-..
RIVmldC, CA 925().1

36.000,000

12.

San Bernardino Credit linion
401 \\est 2nd St.
San Bemardmo. CA q2401

29.000JMXl

13.

14.699.024

21.().1.1.5'17

2536

14.

Bourru. Emplo)ees Federal Credit Union'
I200 Columh•a Ave.
RIVCNde. CA 92507
Rafe f'edtral Credit l nion•
M76 \lagnolta A\ c.
Rl\eNdc. CA 92506

20..141,417

!X,l3~

1917

15.

16.

Prinling and Publishing Credit lnion'
P.O. Box · 'i05
Rl\cf'oldc C \ 92502

7.900JMlO

6.500

19

Vernon Elliott
Pre."den~ CEO

(951) 141-1280/).13-1659
IJ.CKKl,!KXl

3,'100

Grqg Stockdale

14

Pre.'ident

(909) 889-0ll18 ext. 225/l!S9-7971

gregg@sbcccu.org

I7.

111

0

12

Dan Rob<rtson
Manager CEO
(951) 7HI 5600n8t-545l
tl<fcu(a houms.com
Bonnie \\ann

Prestdem CEO
1951) 682 I 555 6S24251

Bar.to" ~on-Ops (. rtdit l nion'
P.O. Bo' X46

4.7~1l.IXXl

l.'XXl

5.061.2<)(1

I 203

BaNo". C \ 112112

Carlos \a....,oncelos
CEO
1951) 7XI 09XI

4

0

\licharl S. Ruffalo

CEO

76(1) 251'>-2591 256-25114
nonops@ hU net

CALL FOR ART ENTRIES

INDIAN

WELLS~
Y
~

:ESTIVAL

s

March 30, 31 & Aprill, 2007
INDIAN WELLS, CA

At the Indian Wells Tennis Garden
Deadline 9/19/06 '-;oufication I0/31/06
App fcc $25 standard - $50 after dead1111c: Space fee S250 to $500: I 0% commission Space si?e': II ' II. 17 x II: 22
\ II Jury hy 3 slides of work and I display 200 exhibitor spaces; 5th Annual
I0.000 last year attendance $900.000 art
sales.

Fine Art & Quality. Craft '-Jo hu)-sell:
Arttst must be pre,cnt On Plaza
Concourse
Contact: Indian Wells Arts Festival
Dianne Funk Enterpnses. Inc
PO Bo\ 62 Palm Desert 92261
Download App & Info: W\\W.lWAF.nct
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Population Growth in the High Desert
Shows Signs of a Slowdown

Commercial Printers
Hanl..t•tl h.\ .!IJIJS \ ah •\ \ olll llll'

"'ame
Addre<.\
Cit)IState/Zip

/Jy Ron Barbicn. PhD
)enior A..1.10ciate
l.ce & 4..1.\0cwtes · \'ictor Hilley Office
0\.~r

the n~xt two )Can,, the
populatton of th~ High Desert p,
exp~ctcd to tncrca>.e b) -W.OOO,
v. htch i>. 15 percent lc" than the
grov. th over the la>.t !\\ o
Th~ prOJected
) C.tr>.
Vi
'IO\\ d(H\ n retlech I he
C
impact of higher tnterest
rat~' and ga,oline cosh
on the eeonom). In addition, the reduction in
hou,mg demand \\as off>.Ct in part b) the accelcratton of th~ need for
industrial space and the
expansiOn of retail outlets in the High Desert.

Demand for Residential Space
Decreases

of ne\\ home ~ales and reSidential construcllon appear to be
down h:J I0 to 10 percent
depending on the suhmark.et. In
on.

H

the High Desert, new home sales
are reported to be down by as
much as 25 percent while sales
of existing homes have declined
by 12 percent.
Home prices in the High
Desert have declined slightly in
the 4th quarter of 2005 and the
I st quarter of 2006. In the
spring of this year, the median
home price appears to have stabilized, but several real estate
agents claim the price of more
expensive homes is continuing
to decline while lower price
homes continue to increase in
value. All of this is consistent
with the "soft landing" being
engineered by the Federal
Reserve to fight inflation by
slowing down the rate of economic expansion.

In 2004 and 2005, an average of 7,500 homes was constructed each year. Almost all of
the units that came on-line were
single-family homes. The High
Desert is the low-cost provider
of new housing in all of
Southern California where the
annual increase in population
ranges between 360,000 and
400,000.
The lack of easily
developable land in Los
Angeles. Orange and San Diego
Counties, coupled with a political preference for low density
residential development, has
channeled the growth in population to the Inland Empire. In
each of the last three years, the
Retail Market Continues to
population of Riverside and San
Increase
Bernardino Counties grew by
more than 130,000. This trend is
The absorption of retail
expected to continue because
space in the High Desert has
been very high by historical
land is still available to accommodate residential tract developstandards. When the level of
ment and the construction of housing construction accelerated
in 2002, retailers committed to
warehousing, distnbution and
expanding in the area. Over the
manufacturing facilities.
The higher interest rates.
last four years. new power and
which have reduced the demand
neighborhood centers anchored
for ney, housmg across the
by Home Depot. Lowe's, Target
and Wal-Mart and Stater Bros
United States. are having a simiwere developed. Several have
lar effect on the Inland Empire
openL<id for business, while an
and the High Dc,ert. The level

equal number \vill come on-line
over the next 18 months. A few
additiOnal centers arc planned
for 2008 and 2009
T h c
growth 111 population and the
1n<..rcase in the
median hou~c
hold mcomc arc
the
dri\ mg
demand for retail
space There arc
some indications
that the completton of the retail
space being developed will provide more capacity than required
by the mcrease in households
and income levels. The concern
for a possible oversupply of
retail space is mitigated by the
fact that restdents of the High
Desert are making more of their
purchases 111 local stores rather
than in the Los Angeles Basin.
As a broader range of retailers
open stores in Victor Valley, the
tendency to shop locally will
accelerate.

absorption in the fonn of v.arehousing and distributton space
over rhe next five years.
The mventory of \ acant
industnal land m the Lo,
Angeles Basin \\ill be suhstantlally absorbed O\ er the next fi\e
years. As that begins to occur.
the demand for ne\\ indlNnal
space v.ill shift to the H1gh
Desert and furthe1 cast along the
I-1 0 Freewa:J to Banning and the
Coachella Valley. The amount
of industnal absorptton captured
by the High Desert will depend
on whether or not BNSF railroad
has constructed an intem1odal
facility in either Victorville or
Barstow. If BNSF were to establish such a faciltty to transfer
shipping containers from trains
to trucks and v1sa-versa by 20 II,
the annual absorption of industrial space in the High Desert
could be as high as 12 million
square feet per year. This would
be 12 times the current level of
industrial growth in the High
Desert.

2005

Product;

Press T)pe
Colors

Sen1ct'.
Spet"ialtie<>

1984

Folding Canon,,
Commcrcl31 Printmg,
Books, Manual>

KBA 6 Color (ln-Lme UV)
40", 29"
6 With Pcrfector.;

Full Serv1ce CupabJities,
ln-Lme UV,
SJohl'tJC Prinung, Bindery,
D1e Makmg & Cutung

Marketmg & Advertl\mg,
D1rtct Ma1l,
Catalogs, Brochures

I of Empi0)""5

$ Sale<o Volume Year Established

t:BS Printing Group, Inc.
2577 Research Dr.
Corona, CA 92882

29.{Kl0,000

I.

Cro"n Printers
250 W R1alto Ave.
San Bemardmo, CA 92408

8.000.000

2.

60
1970

Advanced Color Grapltics
245 York Place
Claremont, CA 91711

6.000,000

3.

25
1979

4.

6,000,000
Faust Printing Inc.
8656 Uuca A'e.. Ste. 100
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 9!730

28
!962

Commerc1al L1thograph1c Printmg,
Magazme, Brochure.,
Marketmg Matenals

Robinson Printing
42685 Rio Nedo Street
Temecula, CA 92595

4,600,000

5.

30
1924

Product Catalog>. Brochure.. Packagmg,
Calendar>. Postm, Maller;, Presentallon
Folde.,, Stauonery, Programs

Ace Direct
948 Vella Road
Palm Spnngs. CA 92264

5,500,000

6.

50
1979

Full Color Offset
Mrulmg
Vanable Digital

7.

The Perfot'11Ul11Ce Marketlnt! !.600,000
1251 Pomona Rd., NIOI
Corona. CA 92882

8
1991

Full Printmg
Design Services

Printing & Promotion
1.890.000
Plus, Inc.
930 South Mt Vernon Ave., Ste 200
Colton. CA 92324

10 Graph1c Des1gn. Proce<s Color Off<el Prinung.
R)ObJ
1984
H1gh Volume D1gJtal Cop1es,
2 Color. 4 Color
Bulk Ma1hng

8.

9.

Pomona Print Stop
1,450,000
9077 Arrow Rte., Ste. 120
Rancho Cucamonga. CA 91730

tO.

Printing Resources of So. Calif. 1,268,947
893 West 9th St.
Upland. CA 91786

ll.

A to Z Printing Co., Inc.
4330 Van Buren Blvd.
Riverside, CA 92503

12.

Alphagraphics
1,000.000+
9016 Arch1bald Ave.
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
ZAP- COI'OIIII Prinlintl
210 N. Sm1th Ave.
Corona. CA 92880

WND

13.

Acrey & Tharp Printing

850,000

90

8
!917
II
1970

Commercial Sheet-fed Prinhng, 640 Heidelberg CD w1th Coater H1gh Quality, Qu~el; Tum,
Brochure., Catalogs, Manuals. 240 Heidelberg 102 ZP Perfectorln-Housc ~1gn, Electronic
Packaging
He1delberg QM 46 Quicluna$ter Pre-Press, Full Bmdery

From 2003 through 2005,
the annual absorption of industrial space in the Inland Empire
has averaged over 16 million
square feet. Most of this has
been for warehousing and distribution operations. The mcrease
in the demand for such space is
directly related to the increase in
import and exports through the
ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach. Forty-three percent of all
the goods imported into the U.S.
pass through those ports. The
twin ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach will continue to
maintain the1r share of the
growth in tmports and exports.
Because of this, the Inland
Empire ts forecasted to experience high level' of mdustrial

Ron Barbieri, PhD, is a senior associate in Lee &
Associates· Victor Valley office.
Lee & Associates is one of the
largest national commercial real
estate providers with regional
expertise. As a group of independently owned and operated
companies, Lee & Associates
currently has more than 29
offices located in California,
Ari::.ona, Nevada, Missouri.
Illinois, Michigan. New Jersev.
Texas
and
Wisconsin.
Additional information is m•ailahle at www.lee-associates.com

!4.

IS.

16.

1.000.000

Offset Prinllng, Malimg Serv1ces,
H1gh Speed D1g1tal Prinung
(Black, White & Color)

729.000

Harper's Printing
1956 N. "E" St.
San Bemardmo, CA 92405

500.000

Denny Sborett
PreSident
(909) 888-75311889-0371
denny@crownconnect .com

Sten Tbompsoa
Owner
(9091625-3381/625-2081
Rose Mary Faust
CEO
(909) 980-1577/989-9716
mfo@fau<tpnnung.com

Creauve Development
Photography
Quality Commercial Printing

Da•t RobiDSon
Pre \Ident
{951) 296-0300/296-0306
dave@robinsonprintmg.com

Komons-IGEN
5 + Coaung

ln·Lme Aqueou' Coaung,
Conventional and Elecrrome
Pre· Pres~. In-House Bmdery

Mark La-.rence
CEO
(760) 969-5500
mlawrence@acedtreetcom

1-4 Color

Broch"'",
Booklets, Folde"
form,, Decals

Ryobi,
4 Color + Spot

Full Semce From J)e,Jgn,
Pnnt& Ma~l

Htgh Volume
Copy Usage

He1delberg QM46-2
H1gh Speed D1g1tal Prinung
Ryobi 3302
Off<et Printing. Mruhnga Services.
Two Colors
Black & Wh1te +Color

NatalieY0111111
PreSident
{95!) 273-7390{27)-7395
natahe@ideas2inlt.com

Jon Me!:ur
GM
(909) 370-0860/824-2396
mfo@printproplus.com

Jot " Nal C...tcMw

Ownen
(909) 593-8993!989-5352

Nancy DeDiemar
l'res1dent
(909) 981-5715/98!-9396
nancy@pnntingresou=.com
AJJisoa Dale
President
{951) 689-4-111/687-6387
general@a-zprintmg.com

9
1985

Design. Black & White Copymg
Dig1lal Mruhng Semces, Po<ter\,
Banner;, Promo Products, Full Color, Prinung

2 Heidelberg
2 Color.;
l,2and4

lim Main
Owner
(909) 989-8550/989.{)4()()
v~lh@ alphagraphic-.com922

9
1972

Busine.-. Printing. Wide Formal
Color S1gns & Postm, Copying.
Graphic Design

I. 2 And 4 Colon

5
!986

Redlands Blueprint &
Com-relal PrintlJII Co.
922 B New York St
Redlands, CA 92374

(2) Komori &

GeneHamrkk
f>re,Jdent/()wncr
(951) 273-7900{.!73-7912
ghamrick@ub<pnnt.com

Heidelberg Letterpress Promotional Products, Numbering,
Books, Mags., Brochure.. Catalogs.
Posler'>, Newsletter;, Letterheads,
Ryobi
Perfonting, Foil Swnping,
Envelopes, Cards. Pads, Labels
2- 4 Color
Bindery, W1re "0"
lnvitauons, Bu<~nc:ss Fonns, Promo Producl\

tO
1921

P.O. Box 2127
Rivenidc, CA 92516

6 Color 4! " KBA !05
Perepre<.!. ServiCe\
W1th Coaung. 5 Color 41 "
Grapluc De'lgn
KBA 104 29x4 Perfecter Full Serv1ce ln Hou<oc Bmdery

Volume Cop1es, Bu<illelos Fo111l>,
4 AB D1ck Pres..,.,
3 Digital Doc-U-Techs
Flyer\, Business Card~. Envelope>,
Manuals, Catalogs
Models 6180.2 135, 2045 Color

About the Author:

Industrial Market
Experiences High Demand

40" 6 Color, Plus Coating Color Prinung, D1gual Printmg,
Complete Fimsh1ng
Luho,DJgJlal Vanable
Fulfillment. DJ\tnbutation,
Data. CTP
t-6 Color.;
Ma!lmg

Top Local E..cuti'e
Title
Phone/Fax
E-Mail Addres

12
1946

3
!984

Design. Copy. Print

FfP Dropbox. Strong Customer Serv~ee 1'1111111 A. ~
And CU>Iomer ServJCt, Marketing Presidenl
Advice, Mailing Services
(951) 734-8181{737-1791
paula@ zapcolor.com

Commercial Prinung,
Man Roland, 204 Hamada, Dav1dson.
Brochures, Po>tcrs.
4 Color, 2 Color,
Smgle Color Process
Booklet~. Magazme Flyers
BtLsinc:" Stationery. Brochure.,
AB Dick 9800 Series,
2 Color Komori Perfecter
Booklet., Folde.,, Newsletter.;,
Reprographics, Color Copies, Banners,
I & 4 Colors
Labels, Counroom Displays, Report.<
Publl'hmg
Book Bmdmg Scr.Jce>.

AB D1c~
2-Color

Packet Folder\,
FOil Embos'lng,

Da>id Tharp
Owner
(951) 653-4922/653-3408
dtharp@acreytharp.com

In-House Computer Graphics,
Custom Pnntmg, Bmclery.
Serv~ce Is Our Spet'J&Ity

Duty a.dliu

Yearbook.

Elmer Harper
o,.ner

Young Autho" Pubh,hmg

ManagerK>wner
(909) 792-3478{.135-ll21
redlandsblue@eanhlinlt.net

(909) MS2-l2:tlii~K2-2772

4harpcl"o((i \t<UO!tl\el

Subscribe to the INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL Today!
See page 7 7 for details.
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economies. Of the 57,740 total
available
onltne
at
tmpacts of that spend mg." said
alumni
of UC Riverstde, 46, 146
www.impact.ucr.edu. summaKathy Barton, UCR 's director of
cotztinued from page 1
or
about
80 percent, lived in th'
rizes UCR 's various impacts:
technology collaboration. "In
academic year. The firm anived
State of California in 2005. e
other words, every dollar spent
at that number by using mdus• Of these alumni, nearly
The highly-skilled gradby the campus Itself - and by
try-standard multtphers to show
18,000, or about 31 percent
uates
of
UCR
's
colleges
and
students, faculty, staff, and
how direct campus spendmg riplived in the Inland Empire.
'
schools are perhaps UC
retired employees - has ripple
ples through the economy, as the
Each
year,
UCR
graduRiverside's most significant
effects in the local economy and
institution buys goods and servates add to the pool of sktlled
contribution to the Inland
beyond."
ices, pays salanes to employees
continued on page 3B
Empire
and
California
The full report, whtch is
and constructs new buildings,
prompting the need for m o r e r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - production elsewhere.
200~ Rank 6
2006 Rank: 10
T J Places
"I an1 not surpnsed to see
that the university is a very
robust and efficient economic ,. 2006 NRI Rank: 10, Down 4 Places. The Inland Emp1re fell four
Asking Rent and Vacancy Trends
engine for the region,'' said
spots due to nsmg risks assoc1ated With low housing affordab1hty.
Asking Rent Vac::1nc·,.
Chancellor France A. C6rdova.
15%
.. Employment Forecast: Employers contmue to add JObs '" the
"As we continue to expand our
Inland Emp1re. The JOb mar1<et will expand by 33,000 poSitiOns
own workforce and student
this year. Nearly 8,500 JObs will be created in the trade, transc<
portation and ut1lit1es sector, wh1le h1gher-paymg positions Will
enrollment - and with new ini$20
12% ~
also be added In the professional and bus1ness serv1ces sector.
tiatives such as the proposed
f.
'<
School of Medicine and the ,. Cons1ruct1on Forecast: Bu1lders are expected to add 3.7 m1lhon
$18
9% c
square feet of retail space this year, up almost 50 percent from
newly launched Palm Desert
2005. Much of the new growth IS bemg dnven by b1g-box
center - we expect that UCR
retailers along Interstates 10, 15 and 215.
will further broaden its impacts
516
6°·o
,. Vacancy Forecast: Vacancy '" the metro will increase 10 bas1s
and contributions."
03
04
05
as·
02
points to 9.4 percent by year-end 2006. The 1ncrease is
The
nine-month
study
expected to be tem~rary, as population and JOb growth w1ll
showed that while most o~
continue to run at above-average levels, and retruler demand •s
UCR's revenue comes from outexpected to accelerate In response.
Strong Growth Prospects Throughout
side the region, the maJority of
Region Attract Investors
spendmg ts concentrated in the
fast-growing Inland Empire.
Retail Sales vs. Households
trong population and retail sales growth cont1nue to attract bus1nesses
In 2004-05, the campus!
to the Inland Empire. Nat1onal retailers are mak1ng a ma1or expansion
12°~
6'-1. 0
throughout the reg1on, as they are eager to pos1tion themselves in the
spent $380.7 million on salaries "'
:;
'!.
path of population growth. For example, this year alone, Wai-Mart IS add1ng
and wages. goods and services. ~
§.
Supercenters m Hespena. San Jacmto and Palm Desert. By the end of this
4%
fr
and construction, of which
year. developers w111 add more than 1.5 million square feet of retall space to
::(
0
$256.6 was spent in the Inland
South R1vers1de. Wh1le the metro has recorded s1gnif1cant pnce apprec1abon
.?
2% -<
1n recent years, prospect1ve buyers are still attracted to the ant1c1pated longEmpire. Since just $46.7 million .h
n.
term growth of the reg1on and to properties that are reasonably pnced
,;
of the university's revenue came ;;
compared to the rest of Southern California. Investors are encouraged by
a: 6'•
O~o "'
2
from local sources, that means
both the sheer numbers of new residents and jobs, as well as the type of
05
oo·
02
03
04
pos1tions that are expected w1thin the region, 1nclud1ng h1gher-pay1ng
the campus made a net contribuserv1ces careers. While new posit1ons Will be created across employment
tion of $209.9 million to the
Reta1l Completions
sectors. professional and busmess services w1ll post the most s1gmficant job
local economy. In other words,
6
growth over the next few years.
UCR spent $5.50 in the Inland f;
Competition for available properties cont1nues to put downward pressure
region for every dollar in rev4
on cap rates, with the average for single- and multi-tenant propert1es at 6.1
enue received from the same :1.
percent and 6.3 percent, respectively. While transaction velocity has slowed
geographical area.
from the breakneck pace of pnor years, investors are still find1ng value
!:. 2
throughout the metro. Retailers continue to expand as new housmg IS pushed
In all, UC Riverside's total ~i
farther out toward the edges of the metro area. The Victorville submarket has
spending impact in California
0
been booming, with new home construction draw1ng more residents to the
was $638.0 million in the 200402
03
04
05
ooarea. Multi-tenant pnces 1n Victorville, however, remain as much as 25 percent
below the median for the market as a whole and cap rates are slightly greater
05 fiscal year. In addition,
Sales Trends
than the metrowide average. Opportunities also exist in Palm Desert, where
spending by UCR 's students and
-STNL -Mutti·T~nt
s1ngle-tenant cap rates are averaging 7 percent.
'5
retirees and by visitors to the t1. $300
campus had an economic impact ;;
"' Rent Forecast: Desp1te a mild upt1ck 1n vacancy. ask1ng rents w111 1ncrease
5.8 percent to $21.25 per square foot by year-end 2006. Effective rents w1ll
of $315 million. The campus ~5200
;
nse at a s1milar rate to S19.40 per square foot.
also generated 8,031 full-time
"l! 5100
equivalent jobs statewide.
• Investment Forecast: The Inland Emp~re's more affordable housing w1ll
0..

Economic Waves by UCR
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WHY YOUR CUSTOMERS BUY
bv Brian Tracv

ww~·.briantracv.com

Why does your customer
buy? Thts ts the most tmportant
question in selling. What benefits does he seck? What 1s he
attemptmg to avotd, achtcvc or
preserve by buymg your products or servtce? Amongst the
various benefits available to him
or her, what are the tangible benefits and what are the intangible
benefits? A tangible benefit is
something the customer can
touch and feel. It is something
the customer can hold up and
show to someone else. A tangible benefit has very much to do
with how the purchase is viewed
by others, and is very important.
Describing the components and
features of a product or service
is how you point out to the customer the tangible benefits of
purchasing and using it.
However, as we have seen,
the intangible benefits are largely emotional. They are concerned with pride, status, securi-

ty. adm1rat1on and respect of others, and other factors that make
the person feel happy that he or
she has purchased what you arc
sell mg.
A person who buys a Rolex
watch will explam it to others m
terms of its gold case, its jeweled
Swiss movement, the fact that it
is waterproof to 330 feet and the
tremendous accuracy for which
it is famous. But none of these
are reasons for buying a Rolex.
The real reasons, the intangible benefits, are the feeling of
success, prestige and status that
a person gets when he or she
wears a Rolex in the presence of
people who are wearing less
expensive timepieces. It is the
unspoken statement that "I have
arrived!" that the customer is
making that causes him to buy
the watch in the first place.
What are the tangible benefits of buying and using your
product or service, and what are

the mtangible benefits? What
are the tangtble and tntangible
benefits of dealing wuh you as a
salesperson? What arc the obvious payoffs of dealing with you,
and what are the not so obvtous
payoffs?
Now, here are two things you
can do tmmediately to put these
ideas mto action:
• First, identify the specific
tangible benefits your customer
will enjoy from ownership and
use of your product or service.
How could you prove these to
your prospect?
• Second, identify the intangible, emotional reasons why
your customer buys from you.
How could you demonstrate and
emphasize these benefits in your
sales conversation?

UCR Outreach Center
continued from page 3
and Sctencc Teacher Initiative
(CMST) provides College of the
Desert students, who are willing
to transfer to UC Riverside. wtth
annual $5,000 fellowshtps for
teaching htghly-conceptualtzed
mathematics or science to K- I 2
students m Rtverstde County
whtle pursumg thetr teachmg
credentials. These transfer students must major in mathematics, science or education. The
program has just begun in the
region.

Since 1998, the ALPHA
Center has worked to develop
programs which prepare students to enter and excel in college.

Get Your Subscription
Today! See page 11 for
details.

Having trouble keeping your website up-to-date?
Does It take forever to get your website updated?
Is your web staff overworked?
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million includes the direct
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conlinue to draw new reSidents from coastal areas. Sales act1v1ty IS
expected to p1ck up further 1n Coachella Valley, South R1vers1de County and
V1C1oMIIe, where cap rates and pnces are anract1ve compared to other
submarkets 'n the metro area.

Marcus &Millichar

We can help!

FULL BI!RVICI! GRAPHICS

-- Content management solutions
-- E-commerce tools and services
-- Online shopping carts and credit card transactions
-- Website planning, design and Implementation
-- Website project management services
-- Website hosting
-- Custom search engines, directories and catalogs
Our content man~ement tools can help you decouple the
loolc-and-,.el of your site from the Informational content.
Your clerical staff can lcHp your content up-to-date;
they won't have to walt for your overworlced web experts
to dolt.
For more Info see us at www.csz.com
Call tod11y for a frH consultationI
909-92o-9154 x27

• \IVeb Development
• \IVeb Design
• Databas1ng
E-Commerce
• \IVeb Hosting
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• Corporate Identity
• Animated Logos
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"Houston, we have a problem": Leadership in Times of Crisis
by Winsron Scott

Perhaps you've never been
called upon to lead m a situation
as fraught with potential peril as
the manual capture of a $10 million, 3,000 pound, out-of-control
satellite in outer space, but bustness leaders face major crises all
the time: a scandal involving
senior management, fall-out
from an economic downturn,
product malfunction and recall,
or the lo s of a key employee.
Leadership under extreme
conditions, like those encountered aboard the space shuttle
Columbia mission in 1999,
requires key principles that will
guide you, your team, and your
mission to success. The
Columbia mission ultimately
succeeded, and using the same
principles of leadership that
worked on this space mission,
business leaders can tum an
obstacle into an opportunity, too.
Space Mission Lesson
Prepare for the unknown.

#1:

A leader needs to anticipate
potential problems as part of
preparation.
The
original
Columbia mission was to launch
a research satellite called
Spartan. but it malfunctioned
almost immediate!). The effort
to retneve it for repair went
awry when the shuttle's robotic
arm inadvertently tipped the
satellite. setting this object,
roughly the size and weight of
an automobile, spinning unpredictably in space. Because
NASA and the Columbia crew
already prepared for potential
problems, they immediately
knew what to do next: have two
spacewalking astronauts-one on
his first space flight-perform a
dangerous manual capture of the
satellite.
When an unanticipated problem occurs in business, like the
astronauts, you should be so
thoroughly prepared that you
already know what options and
resources might be available to
help solve it. Otherwise, you
waste time trying to figure out

your options, thus allowing the
crisis time to get even worse. So
in your business, determme what
possible factors could cause
your company to suffer, and then
devise action plans for each scenario. Should that problem ever
occur, you already know how to
react and lead your team to victory.
Space Mission Lesson #2:
Conquer communication barriers.

Get to know the members of
your team well and understand
what their particular communication strengths and weaknesses
are, particularly in times of crisis. Be careful not to assume that
they understand you, even those
you think you know best. It's
never more important for everyone to be on the same page than
when you're confronting a problem. To ensure that the message
you send has been received as
you wanted it to be, solicit feedback. asking. "Do you understand what I mean?" to encourage clarifying questions and
honest responses from your
team.
English was the other spacev.alker's second language. so the
lead spacewalker took extra care
heading off potential problems
by ~pending time with him to
ensure the) were speaking the
same language, literally, before
they attempted to capture the
satellite together. What's more,
in space, all direction is relative
to something else, so to facilitate
the manual capture of a satellite
while cruising at 18,000 miles
an hour, everyone on the team
needs to know what "up" and
"down" mean in that context.
In the world of international
space flight, there may be literal
language barriers to overcome,
and in an organization, even if
everyone speaks the same language, the filters of culture
sometimes put up obstacles that
you must use finely-honed communications skills to conquer.

Men and women are known to
communicate differently, for
example, and business leaders
must ensure that communications' meaning and intent are
clearly understood by everyone,
especially when trying to solve a
problem.
Space Mission Lesson #3: Be
alert for non-verbal communication.

A good leader will pick up
on cues to potential problems
and misunderstandings before
they occur. For example, while
both the robot arm operator and
one spacewalker on the
Columbia mission were highly
qualified individuals, both were
on their first space flights. The
lead spacewalker observed the
other spacewalker talking very
little and keeping to himself
away from the group, so he
shared his own experiences on
his first spacewalk to reassure
the other man that he
empathized with his nervousness but was confident he would
do well.
As a business leader, you
must knov. how ke) team members act on a nonnal bas1s so you
can gauge when somethmg is
awry and their behaviOr
changes. When a cnsts occurs, ts
your usually social VP of marketing now keeping to her
office, with the door closed and
the blinds drawn? Is your usually mild-mannered CFO now
barking orders like a drill sergeant? These are tell-tale nonverbal cues that you must step in
and lead your team more effectively, as the crisis is taking its
toll on your much needed key
players.
Space Mission Lenon #4: Ask
for help.

A leader must demonstrate
an immediate understanding of
the problem. You can't be
wishy-washy, even if, at the
moment, you don't have a clue

what's going wrong. You need to
show that you're in control
demonstrating self-assurance:
Your people will follow confidence.
But confident doesn't mean
omniscient. You must solicit
input and feedback from the
experts on your team and from
people outside of the team as
well. NASA rehearsed the satellite's capture on the ground and
sent images up to the shuttle.
The spacewalkers constructed a
Spartan simulator for practice,
and the team leader rehearsed
the terminology to use in the
capture and to direct the commander where to fly the shuttle
to get it close enough to the
satellite so they could reach out
with gloved hands and manually
direct the satellite back into the
shuttle.
You don't need to know
every single nut and bolt
involved in every single person's
job, but there are people on your
staff who are more expert in certain areas than you are.
Acknowledge that and benefit
from it when planning and problem-soh ing.
Space Mission Lesson #5: Earn
real experience.

Busmcss leaders, ltke astronauts, obviously need technical
traming in their field. but equally tmportant are maturit)' and
experience at making difficult
real-time decisions. There's a
reason you never see 22-yearold astronauts! You must have
complete confidence in your
ability to make critical judgments and to take action in tough
situations, and the only way to
acquire that is to be seasoned by
experience.
While mounted in foot
restraints on the edge of the
shuttle, the Columbia spacewalkers spent three hours safely
manipulating the satellite into
the single orientation that would
fit it into the payload bay. The
continued on page 37
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Tramway Signs Aramark

CALENilAR

July
12th
The Umversll) of La Verne's
Center for Strateg1c Thinking is
offering a "hands-on" workshop
to prov1de companu.:s, investors
and entrepreneurs a comprehensive look at the due diligence
process. The workshop will get
underwa) at 7:30 a.m. m the
Presidents D10ing Room (PDR)
on the university's main campus. Attendees wtll be provided
an extensJ\e checklist intended
to assist in conducting or preparmg for a due diligence review.
They \\ill also receive detailed
information and take part m a
dialogue focusing on specific
due diligence aspects \\ ith a
guest expert and ULV facult)
members. All ULV Center for
Strategic Think10g workshops
are open to the public.
Admiss1on 1s $25 and includes
breakfast. Due to space limitations. reservations are recommended. For additional mformation on each workshop and to
make reservations. contact Erica
Arias at (909) 593-3511. ext.
4202 or e-mail ariase@ulv.edu.

The Palm Springs Aerial
Tramway announced it has
s1gned a contr<~ct ~ 1th Aramark
Sporh
and
Entenainment
Services, a divis1on or Aramark
to provide the rood and beverage services. Aramark will
operate the Peaks Fine Dmmg
Restaurant, Pmes Casual D1010g
Restaurant. Lookout Lounge as
well as provide catering for banquets and spec1al events.

"I am pleased that we have
entered into a contract With a
substantial restaurant operator 10
order to ensure that our customers v. ill enjo) outstanding
dining and service," stated Rob
Parkms, pres1dent of the Palm
Spnngs
Aerial
Tramv.a)'.
"Aramark has both the experience and the resources to deliver
quality food and beverage."
Aramark chefs have created

a menu le.tturing a vanct) of
fresh vegetables and greens
from the Coachella Valle). df)
aged meats and poultf) along
v. 1th fresh breads from local
bakeries. Additional selections
~ill
mclude market fresh
seafood and pastas.

25th
Rancho Cucamonga Chamber
m1xer/expo be10g held at Dave
& Busters, 4821 Mills Circle 10
Ontario. Hostmg sponsor is
Arbonne International.
Eat,
dnnk, door prizes and more at
5:30p.m.

Today, million' of C'hildren 111 de\t'loping countrit·• are suffning with cleft lip and
palate. Condemned to a lifetime of malnutrition, ~hamt' and i"'lation.
TI1e j?;oOO nt''" " thai 'irtuall) all of these C'hildren can be helped. This is the
ml'sion of The Smile Tram. We emp<mer local surgeons to provide this life changin~~:
ffl'e deft •urgerv whirh tak£•, as little as 45 minutes and <·osL' as little a.' $250. It
gi\·e>; de~pt>rate C'hildren not just a new smile--but a new life.

100% of your donation goes toward programs- 0% goes toward overhead.
----------------------------------------------------------------------~

27th
Multi-Chamber mixer (Upland,
Montclair, Rancho Cucamonga
and Ontano) being held at
Draper Mortuary, 811 N.
Mountam Avenue. Upland at
5:30 p.m. Thts will be a
Christmas in July event, so
please bring an unwrapped toy
for underpnvileged children.

!

YES, I want to give a <'hild a se<'ond <'hance at life.
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The Smile Train
P.O. Box1979
Rancho Cucamonga, CA, 91729-1979
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The Smile Train. •
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Stem Cell Research
coJifllllted

ti·om Jlllf.!,{

~

Emhr;.onil:
'll~m
cdl
n.:,carch I ' Often timC\ COllfu,ed
\\ ith human or reproductive
clomng. Cloning ts different in
that the cells arc copted so that
their genetic matenal. or D"< A,
matches exactl). Embr)Ontc
stem cell research utilize, therapeut ic cloning, or somatic cell
nuclear transfer, to copy cells
with the goal of makmg stem
cells to treat and cure senous
diseases and 111JUries. Using
SC T, scientists can produce
embryonic stem cells without
using sperm to fertilize an egg.
Some researchers believe not
only could stem cell research
help find cures for blood diseases, it could also be instrumental in treating Parkinson's
disease. Alzheimer's, spinal cord
injuries. stroke, heart disease,
diabetes, arthritis and severe
hums.
The California Institute for
Regenerative Medicine was created
from
Californ ia's
Proposition 71, to fund and

July 2006

direct research Another agenc)
rcsultmg from till', legislature
\\,1\ the Allt.tncc lor Stem Cell
Rc,earch ( \FSCR), created h)
the sponsors of the proposttton
The mtsston of AFSCR is to
advance stem cell research and
educate the publtc about th
potential and progress.
The AFSCR ts currently
workmg with pattcnt advocates
and local leadcrshtp to ensure
the passage of The Stem Cell
Research Enhancement Act.
H.R. 810, a bill that wtll stgntftcantly increase federal support
for embryontc
stem cell
research. The AFSCR ts one
organizatton striving to make
stem cell research beneficial to
humans as soon as possible.
..There is a group of people
who will never support stem cell
research. and there's a group of
people who will always support
stem cell research," said Susan
DeLaurentis, prcstdent and CEO
of Alliance for Stem Cell
Research ...The numbers of people supporting stem cell research
arc mcreasing because of the

people in the middle Once tho-.c
people tn the middle become
educated. the;. become -.upporters ."
\lzheimcr\ dtscase is one
such ailment researchers belte\C
stem cell research can unlock
~orne answers to. Alzheimer\
disease ts a chrome. progresstvc
neurologtcal dtsordcr characterized by accelerated loss of bratn
cells and the connections
between cells. Lostng brain
mass and connecti• ity degrades
nom1al bratn function, tncluding
reasoning and infom1ation storage and recall.
Stem cells could posstbly
prm ide some of the first models
to study A lzheimer's and its
mechanisms. Human cellular
models would enable the exploration of the baste btology and
chemistry of the healthy brain,
and help researchers understand
what goes wrong wtth the
Alzheimer\ brain. Stem cells
may also be able to provtde tools
to search for new drug targets, as
well as human cellular screens
for testmg drug safety and effi-

Stem l:Cib m.1y be used to
tkltver growth Iacton, or othcr
compounds that protcct cells or
promote cell regeneration Some
helteve, tn time, stem cells may
he used to replace cells lost to
Altheimer's.
"The ama11ng thing about
sctence ts you don't know how
long somethmg \\til take.
Research wtll provtdc answers
about
diseases,"
satd
DeLaurentts. "If you can create a
model and see how a dtscase
progresses, you can tesl different
drugs to see which ones work.
We may have an ama11ng surpnse in a lab somewhere, and
that\ the exciting part."
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The Do' s and Don'ts of Effective Group Influence
Much of our work today
depends on our abthty to influence groups of people we lead or
work wtth on projects. Group
are made up of many personalities, mmdseh, motives and
agendas-some explictt and others hidden-so havmg a spectfic
strategy for mfluencmg teams
can mean the dtfference between
success and fatlure
Effectt\e mfluencers have a
good set of communication
behaviors. know how and when
to use them. The) strategize
which to usc based on their
assessment and the result they
want. They are flexible in developing an approach and responding in the moment.
As an mfluencer. you assert
your needs and ma!..e spectfic
suggestions to others about ho-w
the) can meet } our needs.
Influence is not manipulation.
These ~ha\ ior-. should not
he exercised aggrcsstvel). or
ebe the team or group )OU ·re
seeking to mfluence ma) resist
or-withdraw.
To successfully lead a group
or team. constder the followmg
do's and don'ts. These lips will
help you to he an effective mfluencer and to prepare for the
umque challenges you're 111-.ely
to expcnence when you seek to
lead teams and groups.

DO'S
Mentally separate the
group. Knowledge beforehand is
essential to efficient planning. In
order to mfluence the individuals in the group, you must target
each of them before the meeting
takes place. Think of the group
as a collection of individuals,
each of them having opinions
and issues that you must seek to
understand in order to influence
them. Put yourself in each team
member's shoes and make some
assumptions about what their
main concerns might be so that
you can create a strategy. For

hv Alan Vengel
Weh Site: www.vengelcon.wlting.com
example, lookmg at mdtvtduals
see us looking back at thts meeton a work team, you tlllght
mg a year from now and saymg
think, "If I were
, what
that it was then that we really
would I he most concerned
turned thtngs around."
about? What would be
's
Provide ratiOnale for your
response to my efforts to mfluideas. Supportmg your conence the group? If I were _ ,
tentions with facts shows that
how would I respond to "me?"
you have done your homework
What does
feel he or she has
and provides a good balance to
to gain and lose?"
your vision. Remember, people
Form a common ground
coalltton. Before the group
meets, contact those whom
you've identtfied as 1-.cy stakeholders and ltsten to thetr concerns.
Chec!.. out the assumpuons
you've made. Ask questions to
find out stakeholders' mam concerns. how each vtcws the
issues. and where you mtght
cxpenencc reststancc. Constder
some disclosure of your own as
you feel tt\ appropriate. such as
similar sttuations you may have
been m or wa) s that you feel you
can tdenufy -with a 1-.ey member's posttton. When you ha\e
establtshed a rapport with these
!..C) people, you cstahltsh your
approach and wtll he prepared to
capitali;e on common ground
is~ues when the fu II group
meets. You can open the meeting
by saying 'omething ltke. "I
know that none of us m thts
room really arc welcommg
change right no-w. All of us have
something to lose m thts proposition. but we all have something
to gam. I believe we can work
together to make that gam something that outweighs the Joss."
· Make desired results clear.
From the group's first meeting,
let them know what you expect
the team to accomplish. Create a
vision for the group by presenting a clear picture of future success. This can play a key role in
your ability to influence them.
For example, "~hat I can see us
doing today is coming up with a
strategy that air of us can buy
into and accomplish." Or "I can

may be convinced by ratJonal
reasoning, but they wtll be more
likely to be moved to acllon
when you supplement rallonaltty
with emotiOn-based arguments.
Ask open-ended, focused
questions. Your goal should be
inclusiveness and rapport building with everyone m the group.
Without bemg passtvc or gtving
a lot of ground. as!.. how. what,
where and why questton' that
drill down, foeusmg on one particular 1ssue or statement. For
example:
"Hm~ do you suggest we
proceed with an initiattvc lt!..e
this?"
· "What are some ways you
think we could move more
quickly on these issues?"
"Would you tell me more
about your scheduling concern?"
.. What do you think we
ought to do, _'!''
"Who do you thin!.. we
need get on board to make this
happen?"

· Create a bramstorming
atmosphere. Let the group know
that they will need to create and
explore many opttons and that
you are open to hearing their
ideas. Motivate the group by
establishing ground rules for
brainstorming and for how the
group will listen to each other in
order to promote open thinking.
Vote when appropriate.
Votes should be private because
when individuals must publicly
take a stand, they'll naturally
feel more defensive. Always
vote only when there are a num-

ber of options on the table.
Before the vote. keep people
open and thinkmg about posstbilities, rather than just giving
them two choices: thts or that.
Otherwi e, they wtll select that
and have a tendency to defend
their choice, even tf they don't
wholeheartedly belteve m it.

DON'TS
Don't allow people to take
a fixed position. To avoid defensiveness, encourage openness
and collaboration nght at the
beginning. If people take a position too early, they wlll have the
tendency to dig in and defend it.
Suggest putting several
options on a flip chart and then
narrowing those down to a top
three be fore votmg. If you do
your homewor!... you will remain
unsurprised by team members
\~ho come into the meeting with
fixed positions that they try to
push through. You can best deal
with this by saying. "I know
some people have a strong idea
about how we should do thts I'll
put that opt ton up on the hoard. I
also want to get a couple of other
opttons up here, too, so what are
some other possihi Itiles?"
· Don't put people mto likeminded discusston groups. To
encourage a dtversity of opintons. group people who have
contrasting views. That way,
rather than remforcing each
other's positions, groups wtll
explore new terntory and create
new material through the mterplay of their ideas.
Blend the groups so that they
debate one another and you'll
eliminate "groupthink" reinforcing itself.
Don't let objections sabotage the team. When a team
member presents an objection, it
need not sink the ship. Look at
objections as signals of an
opportunity for you to obtain
information that will allow you
cofllinued on page 34
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Advertismg to the Inland
Empire is not any easy job.
Knowing the identity of your
target is important and this is
one of the big problems in our
area. We don't know what our
identity is. We think of ourselves
as the Inland Empire, the I.E, the
road to Palm Springs or simply
the eastern suburbs of Los
Angeles. We just can't agree on
what we are.
Just what is the Inland
Empire? Some see it as the
ground level area between
Kellogg Hill and Banning Pass.
Some include the high and low
deserts. Some exclude the
Pomona-Claremont area.
This confusion is reflected in
the various media used for marketing out here. There are half as
many people in our area listening to the Los Angeles' radio stations as there are who are listening to the local stations which
they are trying to serve and
focus on. This results in the useless frustratiOn, ''Why don't they
ever cover what goes on here?"
Conversely, some of our
more powerful FM s1gnals, like
KOLA and KFRG, have actually
drawn some listenership m the
L.A. metro area. LA. ad agencies are nol unpressed.
The) figure that if they load
up the L.A. stations wnh the1r
message, they will get us out
here for free. They sec us as a
part of the Greater Los Angeles
area, along with Santa Barbara
and San Diego. This becomes
very frustrating for local franchisees that have to pay into a
Wilshire Boulevard advertising
pool but can't get any of their
money to come back out here.
Add to this the problem of
local businesses that insist on
using advertising agencies outside of our market because it
makes them feel bigger. Could
local talent do the job? Of
course. But it's so much better to
tell people that your marketing is
handled out of Orange County--or even Atlanta, Georgia.

Highway billboards are not
much better. Pay attention to the
boards on the highway for a
while, and you will find that too
many target the traffic that 1s
running from L.A. to Palm
Springs. OK, maybe half are
actually local businesses going
to local people.
The newspapers would like
to believe that they are doing
their job, but they are still fairly
provincial. Granted, it's not as
bad as it was 20 years ago. The
Inland Valley Daily Bulletin, out
of Ontario, now is part of the
same company as the San
Bernardino Sun, which makes
them quite similar now. The
Riverside Press Enterprise has
moved into the San Bernardino
market. But there is still no one
paper that covers everything.
Those few areas that are covered by all three papers aren't
sure which way to tum. And
local papers such as the ones in
Redlands and Fontana still get
overlooked.
Meanwhile the LA. Times
continues to push for subscripttons out here hy telling people
that the) arc the local paper.
Television is hardly a factor.
The Los Angeles stations
remain dominant because of
their network: affiliations and
their big budget operations. The
half dozen UHF channels that
are licensed to serve us are specialty broadcasters, with programs like home shopping.
international programming and
religious programming. The
only local channel with a national network is the independent
(formerly PAX) channel 30. The
newer, low-power TV stations
now serve several communities,
but few people know about them
and they have not made the roster of cable channels.
Cable is a whole different
animal. Although the big local
sys~m, Adelphia, covers everyOntario
and
thing
from
Montclair to San Bernardino and
Redlands, the services are most-

ly provmcial. Corona advertisers
are not seen in Rancho
Cucamonga. This is all well and
good if you are a single storefront in Corona. But 1f you were
a regional business, say one of
the Corona auto mall dealerships, you would have to buy
multiple systems to reach your
overall market. As for Adelphia
themselv.es, they will soon
become Time Warner, and there
may or may not be changes in
the system.
Public relation firms, who
are not advertisers, rather good
news tellers, suffer from the
same fates. Getting press releases out among the various scattered media is not easy, nor
effective. And there is still the
overall taint. If it happens in the
Inland Empire, it can't be as
good as if it happened in LA.
The other problem with P.R.
is that the advertising income of
local media is nowhere near
what L.A. gets; therefore, most
local outlets are not inclined to
give away what companies do
not w1sh to pay for.
Man) compames just do not
untler!'>tand that transmitters and
printing presses cost money to
operate and advertising revenue
is the life's blood of all media.
I was once asked at a radio
statton where I worked to report
on heart-shaped pizzas for
Valent me's Day. The owner of
the busmess thought It would be
a pubhc service to tell the audience. He couldn't understand
that if we announced his special
for free, then the people at the
slation could not afford to buy
those same pizzas.
Granted, we are able to
mount major events like the
Route 66 rendezvous, and the
L.A. County Fair in our area.
But there is still the "over there"
attitude. People in Ontario see
Route 66 as happening "over
there." Some west end communities even talk of having "their
own" rendezvous.
Many local businesses think

they are doing themselves good
by using one piece of the puzzle
at a time. Cable this month,
radio in the fall. They do not
understand or recognize the
value of the combined campaign.
What much of this comes
down to is this: Lacking a cohesive identity makes geographic
targeting difficult. True, il is
good if you just want to target
Riverside. But most marketing
efforts
are
geographically
aimed. They shoot for other
demographics like age, gender
and income level. Limiting those
values by coverage area is just
not productive.
Even those med1a outlets
that are target specific are not
well understood out here. The
Inland Empire Business Journal
is NOT the Inland Empire
Magazine, yet advertisers tend
to lump them all in together.
One thing is true. For all of
its faults, the media available in
the Inland Empire does do its
job. It IS a pity then that many
people still tell themselves the
BIG LIE. That is 'word -of mouth is best.· It 1s not. Word of
mouth is only worth what you
pay for it-nothmg. It cannot tell
people about your red tag sale.
your pre-imentof) sale or e\en
your going out-of-business sale.
Only bad word-of-mouth
rally works. and that's because
people will go out of their way
to tell their friends about bad
service or food poisoning.
I still find it hard to believe
that even the SBA does not
demand a marketing plan with
the business plan. I am disappointed at business people who
advertise in their favorite paper
or their favorite radio station just
so they can entertain themselves,
instead of their customers. Car
dealers have told me that they
advertise where their sales people tell them. How many times
have dealers told me that they
hate Howard Stem, but the lot
continued on page 37
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Paul Eaton: The Reluctant Mayor
Paul Eaton did not plan to be mayor
of Montclair. He had no mterest in poliucs. He worked m the heavy equipment industry. Then, back in 1970, he
was asked to be a part of the city's new
community act10n committee. After
four years there, he served another 14
years on the planning commission.
A city council seat came after that,
and in 1995, he was elected mayor.
The Uttermost Company, a manufacturer and distributor of
Unlike many other elected officials, he
home accessories for clients such as Pottery Bam, Costco, JC Penney,
is very specific about his plans. He has
Bombay and Sam's Club, has located a west coast distribution center
no political agenda, no aspirations for moving up to a county or state
in the Sycamore Canyon area of the city of Riverside. The company,
position. He hopes to serve one more term as Montclair's mayor and
based in Roanoke, VA, leased a 153,000-square-foot warehouse and
then step down and enjoy retirement. "That is 100 percent correct,"
will employ 35 people. They began operations in May 2006.
he explained to the Journal. "I just love being the mayor of Montclair
Founded in 1975 by Bob and Belle Cooper, the company has proven
and that is just as far as I intend to go."
Montclair is fairly young as a city, only just this year celebrating
itself a unique and successful family-owned business. In 2005, The
Uttermost Company reported sales of $102 million with 500
its 50th anniversary. It had been an unincorporated handful of acres
employees nationwide. The company's name was inspired from a
in-between Ontario and Pomona until the mid '50s when the locals
came together and voted for incorporation. The original plan was to
scripture in the New Testament, Acts 1:8. In 2000 and again in 2005,
all employees were invited to celebrate the 25th and 30th anniversary
caJI the new city Monte Vista, but the post office found another town
of the company with an all-expense paid cruise to the Bahamas.
in northern California with that name---so they reversed the name of
Uttermost previously manufactured their products in the United
their neighbor, Claremont, and thus was born Montclair.
States, but now manufactures in China to remain competitive. Today
Much has happened since then to solidify the city's position. Not
it owns about 65 percent of a factory in China and will distribute mer- just the formation of the Monte Vista Water District, but effective
police and fire departments as well. They came together with their
chandise manufactured overseas from the Riverside facility........ Tbe
JCM Group, a Heery International company, has been awarded the
next-door neighbor to form the Ontario-Montclair School District.
construction management contract for a new $5.5-million, 10,200Such major businesses as the Montclair Plaza have helped to build
square-foot community center located in Fontana. Called the Village
both a solid tax base and an identity. So too have the Metro Link staof Heritage, the new facility, which is JCM's third major project in
tion. Costco and Target stores and the other retail businesses that have
this city within the last year, will serve as a satellite center for the resdeveloped around the plaza. Eaton clearly takes pride in all of these
idents located at the north end of the city..........Simpson Housing
developments. "The city works very, very hard," he told the Business
Solutions announced that construction has begun on Oasis Village, Journal, "to keep our commercial base alive." Still some areas of this
an 81-unit affordable multi-family apartment community located in
young city are already blighted. Mission Boulevard, for one. The
the city of Adelanto. Oasis Village will include large, hard-to-find 3
Journal actually met with Eaton at the grand opening of a new
McDonald's in the middle of the empty overgrown fields, but he
and 4-bedroom apartment homes, ranging from I ,058 to I ,217 square
spoke proudly of new streets and sidewalks in the area, and new busifeet when it opens in early 2007. All apartments will be set aside for
nesses coming in.
households earning a maximum of 30 percent to 60 percent of the
area median income for San Bernardino County, as published by the
Clearly, where some of us see decay, Eaton sees opportunity. That
Dept. of Housing and Urban Development. Monthly rents will start
area around the Metrolink station is being called the "North
Montclair Downtown Area" and plans are being drawn to create what
at only $363 for a 3-bedroom apartment, and up to $7 J9 for a 4-bedroom units---well below prevailing market-rate rents for comparable
Eaton hopes will become the new downtown for this city that techniapartments in the area. SHS' first affordable community in Adelanto,
cally doesn't have one. Eaton is well aware of the downtown village
Desert Gardens, opened in 2004 and is currently 99 percent leased
areas of Claremont and Upland, and he notes how Rancho
with a waiting list for future vacancies. SHS will announce a toll-free
Cucamonga suddenly got a new downtown with the opening of
Victoria Gardens.
telephone number for those wishing to be placed on an interest list, or
Jearn about qualifying for residency, at a later date .....Tbe Hodgdon
Eaton points out that his downtown effort could give Montclair a
Group, a full-service real estate development, brokerage and connew image as many people are not aware of the parts of his city that
are north of Interstate 10. "We're up there!" he declared. Eaton is also
struction management company based in San Bernardino, recently
proud of the support he gets from his remarkably solid city council.
completed the development of Saddleback RV Center in Colton as
The newest member is Bill Ruh, who was elected back in 1998.
a part of an 81-acre, $50 million master-planned development project, which also includes Ashley Industries' 850,000-square-foot
New projects for his city will include overpasses at Ramona and
warehouse and a 22,000-square-foot Canyon RV Center. The $6.5
Monte Vista to accommodate traffic as the Alameda Corridor East
million Saddleback RV Center, located on 4.85 acres at755 Ashley
moves more and more rail stock out our way. There are also plans for
Way in Colton, consists of a 35,000-square-foot. concrete tilt-up
future annexation of land down towards Chino.
building with 16,900 square feet of offices, and 14 state-of-the-art,
But what is it thaf'Paul Eaton is most proud of in his city? "I care
fully equipped service and detail bays. RKZ, Inc. of Tustin ·was the
that we continue to be a safe city, a safe place to raise our children.
architect. This is Saddleback RV Center's second location.
And ... people are taking time for remodeling and taking pride in
continued on page 34
where they live. That just pleases me to no end."
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Seniors Housing Research Report
by Marcus & Mlllichap

COMPARATIVELY IDGH
RETURNS DRAW
INVESTORS TO SENIORS
HOUSING
Demand has grown rapidly
for seniors housing properties,
putting upward pressure on
sales pnces and driving down
cap rates. While returns have
decreased, thev remain attractive when compared to core
property sectors, such as apartments or retail, which has drawn
more attention to the market. In
addition to relatively high cap
rates, mvestors are taking note
of demographic shifts, such as
the growing rettree population,
that will support a positive outlook for seniors housing well
into the futllre. Buyers have also
become more comfortable wah
the operaung risks inherent to
the senwrs housing industrv and
are increasingly willing to pay
premium prices, for quality

properties, particularly Assisted
Livmg (AL) and Independent

Executive Summary
• Among the four maJor types
of seniors housing, occupancy
rates improved between 90
basis points and 170 basis
points in 2005, led by mcreases
m Assisted
Living and
Dementia Care.
• Last year, the Skilled Nursing
sector posted the strongest revenue growth at nearly 5 percent.
The Dementia Care sector followed with revenue growth of
more than 4 percent.
• Nationwide, 37,000 units
were under construction at the
start of 2006, compared to
33,000 units one year earlier.
Independent Living units
Livmg (IL) assets. As a result,
cap rates for these types of properties have dipped to historic

Get a jump on your competition

lows, and the spread between
AUIL and Skilled Nursing (SN)
account for almost half of the
supply under way.
• Rising interest rates, along
with some resistance on the part
of buyers, will hinder further
price gains. Cap rates for all
types of seniors housing assets
are at historically low levels,
while prices are at all-time
highs.
• Cap rates for Continuing Care
Retirement
Communities
(CCRC) ranged from 7.5 percent to 10.0 percent last year,
with the average at 8.7 percent.
Large scale CCRC campuses
account for only a handful of
sales. as many are owned by
nonprofit.
cap rates is at an all-time high of
approximately 400 basis points.

Investors
Non-Traditional
Driving Up Prices
One catalyst for the dramatic
price appreciation registered in
recent years has been the influx
of non-traditional investors into
the marketplace. Many buyers
who typ1cally focus on apartment properties or shopping
centers have turned the1r attention to semors housing investments, attracted by greater availability of quality product and
comparatively higher returns.
These mvestors, typically larger
enuues, have purchased properties at 8 percent to 9 percent cap
rates that would have previOusly
sold at cap rates closer to 11 percent. Cap rate compression has
led to some reluctance on the
part of long-time sen10rs housing inventors, as the decline has
chipped away at the risk premium previously built mto this
asset class.
continued on page 35
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The California Report: At the Tipping Point
Rvan Ratcliff. Economist UCLA Anderson Forecast
The California econom} is
currently poised at a tippmg
point. Real estate was still a
major contributor to the economic growth of 2005. but housing markets are slowing across
the state: sales are falling. price
growth has slowed dramatically
and even building activity has
started to slow. We have even
started to see the effects of this
slowdown on the wider state
economy: construction employment is flat or falling in most
regions in 2006.
So how will it end? Is
California in for a repeat of the
1990s, with a stagnant economy
and consistently falling home
prices or will we manage a soft
landing, with flat home prices
and a mild economic slowdown?
We continue to argue that the
soft landing scenario looks more
likely, based on the following
reasoning:
• Historically, sustained
declines in the average price of a
home are extremely rare - occurring only during recessions and
only in the hardest hit regions
(like California in the '90s).
• The likelihood of recession-sized
job
losses
in
California over the next two
years looks small. though some
real estate related sectors look
vulnerable.
California shook off the final
lingering effects of the 200 I
recession in the summer of
2005, with both unemployment
and non-farm payroll employment returning to their prerecession levels. However, hidden in this aggregate recov~ry is
a profound shift in the distribution of jobs across the state. In
2000, the Bay Area and
Southern California accounted
for 75'k of all payroll jobs in
California. split 22'k and 53'k
respectively. In 2005. the Bay
Area's share was down to 19'k,
and Southern California\ had
risen to 54% -- California's

recovery has essentially been
growth in Southern California
and the Central Valley compensating for a Bay Area economy
that has been stuck at a 1997
level of employment for over
three years.
So far, the first four months
of 2006 have seen a mild slowdown in job creation as growth
in construction employment has
tapered off. 2006's year-to-date
growth rate in non-farm payrolls
has been 1.4%, compared to
2005's average growth of 1.7%.
Growth in the Bay Area has
accelerated to 2.1% YTD, but
the Central Valley and Southern
California have both slowed.
The good news is that 2006's
employment growth has largely
come from outside the real estate
sectors. Leisure/hospitality and
trade have fueled the acceleration of job growth in the Bay
Area, while professional and
business services has been the
main source of job growth in
Southern California, and a surge
in Federal Government employment in Fresno has been the
main story in the Central Valley.
Yet all this has occurred with flat
or falling construction employment. We'll have a lot more to
say about the recent downward
trend in construction employment a little bit later, but it is a
hopeful sign for the California
economy that the non-real estate
economy has weathered a slowdown in real estate employment
with little ill effect - so far...
Growth in California's taxable sales shows the same spurt
of growth as personal income,
although with a typical helping
of extra volatility - both the
highs and lows of our preliminary 2005 estimates are likely to
be revised towards a middle-ofthe-road growth rate. This relatively strong growth in revenue
sources generated a pleasant surprise in the May revise of the
California budget: the state has
$7.5 billion that we weren't

expecting to have at th1s pomt in
the year. Of course, th1s was just
as much a result of conservative
revenue forecasts as it was the
result of high growth. The governor's proposed use of these
funds shows encouraging signs
of avoiding the mistakes of the
past. Recognizing that this windfall is unlikely to persist, the
May revise proposed to split this
$7.5 billion almost equally
between new spending (mostly
on schools) and paying down
existing debt (including those
"paying the rent with the credit
card" bonds from a few years
ago). While the final fate of this
new money is still shrouded in
political uncertainty, this definitely is an encouraging beginning.
The first four months of
2006 have left little doubt that
the real estate slowdown is
underway
in
California.
Regional sales activity peaked
late 2003 in Southern California,
though sales remained at 90% of
that level through mid-2005,
largely thanks to continued
strength in the Inland Empire.
However, as these inland markets slowed, total sales activity
in April 2006 in Southern
California had fallen to 28% off
its peak and almost I 0% below
its average level in 2000.
The evidence in the previous
section suggests that California
is at a tipping point: real estate
markets are slowing, but as of
April there are few signs of this
slowdown spilling over into the
wider economy. But what happens next? The first question to
tackle is how the real estate
slowdown itself will play out.
Are we likely to see falling
home prices? What will happen
to construction activity and real
estate-related
employment?
Which leads directly to the
essential question: How will the
real estate slowdown affect the
wider economy? Will the loss of
real estate related growth just

create drag, or will it create a
full-blown recession? What
about the loss of equity-fueled
consumption spending? Will all
those high-leverage exotic mortgages create a financial pinch?

Forecast and Conclusions
Our forecast for California
for 2006-08 is that the real estate
slowdown will lead to a flat
housing market and a slower
economy. We do not pred1ct a
recession, nor do we predict a
substantial decline in average
nominal home prices. Th1s forecast IS based on two arguments:
there is not enough vulnerability
in the usual sources of employment loss to create a recession,
and that the historical record
suggests that average home
prices do not usually fall without
this kind of job loss.
Specifically, the forecast is
that residential permit activ1ty
will continue to slow, dropping
to 120,000 units by 2008.
Construction employment will
peak in 2006Q3, and fall by
about 100,000 jobs over the life
of the forecast. Finance employment essentially stays flat, as
gains in other components offset
the losses in real estate related
sectors. Manufacturing employment remains flat. Taken in total,
these trends cause total non-farm
payroll growth to slow to JUSt
over I%, with a small up-uck in
the unemployment rate. Real
personal income growth and taxable sales growth slow to 22.5%.
There are several features of
today's economy that are different than anything we've seen:
the sheer size of the home price
appreciation we've seen since
2000, the proliferation of exotic
financing, the buoyancy of consumer spending through a production recession in 200 I. and
the continuing slump in manufacturing employment. Since our
forecast is based both conccptuconrinued on pa~?e 37
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MANAGER'S

"The Art of Connecting:
How to Overcome Dtfferences. Build Rapport, and
Communicate Effectively with Anyone"
hv Clmre Raine.\ and Lara £11"ing
One of the great m] ths about America 1s that we are a vast melting pot where people from around the world eventually blend into a
smglc homogenized culture. Perhaps the more appropnate analog; is
that we are like a huge tossed salad that goes well with any kind of
dressing .... or stands b] ilself with no dressing at all
Authors Ramcs and Ewing make the pomt that from earl) m our
colonial penod. Americans have heen a diverse group of people differing cultures and backgrounds. Some were nat1ve to the Western
Hemisphere, hut most \H~re transplanted here, sometimes h\ force.
The \ast majont; came from all points of the compass in Eur~pe and
Africa. while those from Asia were primaril) from China. That was
prett; much the case from 1648 to 1948. Toda; there may he several
million legal permanent res1dents from a single oversea's nat1on.
They didn't get along that well on a soc1al basis over there. and they
don't get along all that well over here. They are all decent hard-working folks, but the employer who doesn't take active steps to connect
them within the context of work can be asking for trouble, even 1f it's
no more than decreased employee morale and increased turnover.
Both can substantially ra1se your business costs. Avoiding these and
other issues in what IS becommg a hyper-diverse society 1s the
authors' goal.
Raines and Ewing have interviewed dozens of people, both well
known and anonymous, who have managed to establish connections
with some of the most widely diverse individuals 10 the world. The
authors believe that It IS the ability to connect individuals from
diverse backgrounds that focuses them toward common goals despite
differing backgrounds. They also believe that the tool to accomplish
this is commumcauon founded on what they call "the Titamum Rule:
Do unto others accordmg to their druthers."

The co-authors explain:
"The Golden Rule - do unto others as you would have them do
unto you - means that you treat others exactly the way you like to be
treated. It works best when we're the same. When we're from similar
backgrounds and have the same style and preferences, it's likely we
can connect in virtually any setting, almost effortlessly. We can probably even make decisions for each other. If we follow the Golden
Rule and we like sushi, we order sushi for you. If we enjoy big, loud
parties, we throw one for you on your birthday. If we like to work
through interpersonal conflict at the conference table with the whole
team. we bring up our issues with you there. "But the Golden Rule
can cause a disconnect when the other person is different.... your preferences may not be the same as ours, especially if we're from different backgrounds."
The authors state that although there is no magic bullet or smgle
approach to resolving issues of disconnection, there are a number of
basic principles. Of these, there are four key ones: "There's always a
bridge. Believing it's always possible to find something in common
will help you when you're tired or frustrated and struggling to make
a connection.
"Curiosity is key. Curiosity opens a mental door. As long as that
door 1s open. there's no contamer for judgment and self-righteousness.
"What you assume is what you get. Positive expectations contribute to successful outcomes."
"Each individual is a culture. We're all different.''

"1\lo stnngs attached. When people aren't receptive,. assume
there's a good reason and become curiou-. all over agam ...
The book not only makes the case that there are many good
reasons to make connection in the diverse American business culture.
it offers new approaches and case studies to keep them memorable.
It's about time attention was pa1d to getting past the 1ssues that ex1st
in our increasingly diverse workplace
-- Henry Holtzman

Bestselling
Business Books
Here are the current top ten bestselling hooks for business. The
list IS compiled based on inforn1at1on rece1ved from retail bookstores
throughout the U.S.A.
I. "The World Is Flat [Updated and Expanded]: A Brief History
of the Twenty-First Century," by Thomas L. Friedman
(Farrar, Straus & Giroux ... $27 .50) (I)*
Why business globalization has arrived and is likely to stay.
2. "Empire of Debt: The Rise of an Epic Financial Crisis," by
Bill Bonner and Add1son Wiggin
(John Wiley & Sons ... $27.95) (4)
Why America's future IS fast approachmg an economic crisis.
3. '"Freakonomics: A Rogue Econom1st Explores the Hidden
Side of Everything," by Steven D. Levitt
(HarperCollins ... $25.95) (2)
Why you shouldn 't accept the official version of anything.
4. '·The Five Dysfunctions of a Team: A Leadership Fable," by
Patrick M. Lenclon (Jahn Wiley & Sons ... $22.95) (2)
Common problems that prevent teams from working together.
5. "Jeffrey Gitomer's Little Red Book of Sales Answers," by
Jeffrey Gitomer (Pearson Education ... $19.99) (6)
Sales guru offers answers to sales questions.
6. "The Little Book That Beats the Market," by Joel Greenblatt
(John Wiley & Sons ... $19.95)(5)
How to achieve a successful investing strategy at any age.
7. "Who Moved My Cheese? An Amazing Way to Deal with
Change in Your Work and in Your Life," by Spencer Johnson
(Penguin ... $19.95)(9)***
.
Motivational book become popular once again.
8. "Blink: The Power of Thinking Without Thinking," by
Malcolm Gladwell (Little, Brown & Co ... $25.95) (7)
Why instant judgments aren't as fast as you believe.
9. "Secrets of the Millionaire Mind: Mastering the Inner Game
of Wealth," by T. Harv Eker (HarperCollins ... $19.95) (8)
The missing link between wanting wealth and achievmg it.
10. "Good to Great," by Jim Collins
(HarperCollins .. $27.50) (10)
Climbing the steps from being good to being great.
*(I)-- Indicates a book's previous position on the list.
** -- Indicates a book\ first appearance on the list.
*** -- Book previously on the list is on the list once again.
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EXECUTIVE
··To~sed.'' a :\ YC s.tlad
chain \\ith a cui£ follm\mg 1s
coming to the Inland Empire
\.\.ith 10 locations planned 0\er
the
next
t\\ o
years .......... Wingnuto; \VIII debut
its third restaurant location at the
Gateway at Mountam Village
( 1520 North Mountain Avenue)
in Ontario in late July. One of
the first West Coast eateries to
specialize in gourmet wings and
ribs. the new 5.000-square-foot,
170-seat eatery will be designed
with a whimsically designed
aeronautical theme and serve
"31" flavors of v. ings, including
roadhouse BBQ. ancho chile
BBQ. soy-ginger. chile garlic
and. of course, Buffalo-style
(from mild to "ouch") and 10
flavors of baby back ribs ranging
from charred-whiskey BBQ to
Cajun.
The new Ontario
Wingnuts will join its sister
locations in Costa Mesa and
Aliso
Viejo ......... The
Los
Angeles
County
Fair
Association has expanded its

membership .•1dding f~>ur leaders
from the commumt ies surroundmg.
Fairple\
m
Pomona
Bringing their expencnce arc
Maria
Contrera'>-Sweet,
Jimmy
Espinoza,
Robert
Mendez and John Solomon.
Maria Contreras-Sweet 1s
managing partner and cofounder of FORTI US Holdings.
LLC. a private equity fund and
commercial real estate development
company.
Jimmy
Espinoza 1s pres1dent and managmg partner of De Oro
Properties. LLC a real estate
services f1rm
in Ontario.
Robert Mendez is senior v 1ce
president of d1vers11y at DisneyABC TV Group. John Solomon
has been the owner and president of Liquorama in Upland for
I 0 years ........ Risa Dickson. who
has served as the associate dean
for Cal State San Bernardino's
College of Arts and Letters for
the past two years. will become
the new executive assistant to
the president. ..... Vineyard Bank

NOTES

has selected Wilkin Guge
Marketing as n-. agency of
record. Wilkin Guge \V ill work
wnh Vineyard Bank to develop
and implement a branding imllative and a full] integrated communicatiOns campa1gn to strategically support the bank's efforts
in marketing, advertising, media
planning/buying and public relallons ......... DeVry University
has named Dr. Amir H.
Nilipour dean of academic
affairs
for
lh
Southern
California and Las Vegas locatiOns. Nilipour has nearly 25
year$ of experience in h1gher
education. mcludmg the last I 0
years with DeVry University
where he was most recently dean
of technology programs Prior
to joming DeVry Unhersity,
Nilipour served as chamnan of
the engineering technology
department
at
Northrop
University
in
lnglewood ........ Ontario JOurnalist Kay Presto rece1ved a ·firstplace national award in Online
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SALES

1'-:chnical Writing for her art1cle
lltled. "Comput<:r Testing by
1\,ASCAR Race Teams," and a
national honorable mentton for
her motorsports Web site,
www.carsandcompetition.com .
These awards were presented to
Presto by the Amencan Auto
Racing Writers' & Broadcasters·
Association (AARWBA) at their
annual press breakfast held m
Indianapolis the day before the
Indianapolis 500. Presto 1s the
owner of Presto Productions m
Ontario.
She currently has
rece1ved 60 national and state
a\\ards for her motorsports work
m TV. rad10. photography, journalism. and pubhc relat1ons for
race teams.
CALL FOR ART ENTRlES

INDIAN WELLS};;;;?

1y(f;TiVI

March 30,31 & Aprill, 2007
INDIAN WELLS, CA
See page 13 for details

AliTTlf

st

W~WANTTO
H~lP YOU GROW
YOUR MONFfl

Bl' SI

July 200o

1CENTENNIAL
BANK

A nice place to
raise your business ·

RIDLANDS 1909) 198 3611

Of

1888) 613 3136

IR£A (714) 990 8862
PALM DISIRT (760) 674 9260

IRWINDALI (626) 815 087 5
IS<ONDIDO 1760) 745 9370 0< 1800) 745 9190
TIMICULA 1951) 695 4916

"Sorry, What's Your Name Again?" Six Steps to Relieve the Most Common Memory Worry
h1 Ru,~er SL'ifl
If you li\c 111 lear ol forgetting prospeeh · name-.. sometimes \\ ithin men; seconds of
bemg Introduced to them, you ' re
not alone. Suf\eys show that !-!3
percent of the population worries about the1r mabihty to recall
people's names.
Ironically,
while most of us hate havmg our
names forgotten or mispronounced, the majonty of us
claim we JUst "aren't good at
remembering names" or putting
faces together with names when
we meet people agam.
If you have difficulty recalling names. you know that the
two most common scenanos are
forgetting the name Instantaneously upon bcmg mtroduccd
to someone ne\.\., and failing to
recall the name of someone
you've met and interacted with
in the past and should kno\.\. but
JUSt can't pull up from your
memory bank.
Forgetting names becomes
more than just an embarrassing
social faux pas 111 sales.
Strainmg to recall a name can so
preoccupy you that you arc
unable to fully pay attention to
your chent or prospect. He or
she may pcrce1ve you not only
as unfocused and easlly distracted, but also as not very bright if
you're unable to devote your full
attention to him or her. Even
worse, if you forget the name of
a client with whom you've
worked in the past, he or she
may view your memory lapse as
a betrayal of trust. which can
cost you a great deal of money if
that client severs the relationship.

Integrating Learning Styles to
Improve Name Recall
While common. this frustrating phenomenon can be relatively easy to overcome \\hen ] ou
commit to taf.-ing steps to
improve your memory. The most
important ke)- to really effective
learning of any kind is understanding that there arc three
learning styles: visual. auditory.
and kinesthetic (physically inter-

c~cti\ e ). The more you c.1n .1pply
all three of these st) les to a t,lsf.-.
the more qUJcf.-ly and solidly you
will learn anything.

Practice each of the following
steps to improve your name recollection in every sales and social
situation.
1. When you 'rc first Introduced to someone, look closely
at h1s or her face and try to lind
somethmg umque about it.
Whether you find a distinctive
quality or not is irrelevant, by
really lookmg for a memorable
characteristiC 111 a new face,
you're mcorporating the visual
learning style. And a word of
advice: if you do find somethmg
that really stands out about
someone 's face, don't say an]
thmg' Within minutes of mectmg someone ne\\. it's generally
a bad idea to exclaim. "Whoa!
That's a huge nose'"
2. The next step uti lites both
auditor] and f.-inesthetic learning
styles. When you meet someone,
slow down for five seconds, and
concentrate on li~tcning to him
or her. Focus on the prospect and
repeat his or her name back 111 a
conversational manner, such as
"Susan. Nice to meet you,
Susan.'' Also make sure to give a
good firm handshake, which
establishes a physical connection with the prospect.

3. Creallng a mental picture
of someone 's name mcorporates
the visual sense again. Many
people have names that already
arc pictures: consider Robin.
Jay, Matt, or Dawn to name JUSt
a few. Some names will require
you to play with them a bit to
create a picture. Ken, for example, may not bring an immediate
image to your mind. but a "can"
is \Cr} close. Or you might envision a Ken doll. The point is not
to create the best, most creative
mental image ever. so don't get
caught up 111 your head tlunng
this step of the proce\S, think1ng,
"Oh, that's not a vef] good picture. What's a better one?" The

\\llrst thing )OU can do ''hen
leaming" to stress )OUrself out
and over think the process. If an
image doesn't come to you nght
away, skip it and do 11 later.
You'll undo all of your good
efforts if you're staring dumbly
at your prospect, ins1stmg. "'I ley.
Hold still for a mmutc while I try
to tum your name into a picture!"

4. Once you've identified a
mental 1mage that you associate
with a person's name, the next
step is to "glue" that Image to
the person's face or upper body.
This bridges that gap many people experience between being
able to recall faces but not the
names that belong to those faces .
If you met a new prospect
named Rosalind, for example,
you might have brof.-en her name
down 1nto the memorable Image
of "rose on land." No\\. you must
create a mental p1cture that \V 1ll
stick with you as long as you
need it and pop into your head
every time you meet her: thts
should be something fun. even a
little odd, that will bring "rose
on land" to mind when you sec
her face. You might imagine her
buried up to her neck in earth,
w1th roses scattered around her.
for example. Because you created the image, it will come up
next time you see her and enable
you to recall her name.

S. At the end of the conversallon. integrate auditory learning by repeating the prospect's
name one more time. but don't
ever overuse someone 's name in
an effort to place it more firmly
in your mind. Usc the prospect's
name only right at the bcgmnmg
of the conversation, and then
again at the end: 1f you lccl like
you can do so natural!). )OU
might insert someone 's name
once or I\\ icc in a natural fashion during the course of the con\ersation. too. But if :x:ou'\e
ever had a stereotypicall] push)
salesperson use your name a
dozen times in a five minute
conversation. you know how

dllllO) mg. C\ en

\\ eml. this can
he. so don't overdo it.

6. Writmg is a forn1 of f.-incs
the tic learning-you're getting a
part of your body involved in the
learning process-so if you're
really scnous about wantmg to
remember people's names for
the long term, keep a name journal or a log of important people
you meet, and review it periodically
Forget Me Not: It's the Effort
That Matters Most
The most important thing to
know about th1s memory
process 1s that even when it
doesn't work. It sllll works! For
example, if you get stuck trying
to maf.-e a picture out of someone's name. skip it for now. The
next day. v. hen you have a
chance. give the matter a few
minutes of concentrated thought.
If you still can't get a picture.
stop and take up the matter a
week later. Even if you're still
unsuccessful at creating a mental 1magc. you've thought about
the prospect's name so much.
there's now no way you'll ever
forget it! So you've actually
accomplished what you set to do
in the first place.
People can't remember
names for one main reason:
they're JUSt not paying attention.
This process forces you to think.
If. for example. you struggle
with the step of creating a mental picture. the other steps· looking at the prospect closely, shaking his or her hand confidently
and repeating the name a few
ttmcs- arc easy to do. will solidify the name in your memory.
and will ultimately convey a
positive image of you to clients
and prospects. That positive
image v. ill certainly maf.-e ) ou
memorable
to
prospects.
enabling you to close more deals
. and increase your bottom line.
To
learn
more,
visit
\\'II'W.delil·erfreedom.com. call
!-!88-233-0407.
or
e-mail
info@deliverfreedom.com.
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Lead Your Team
to Victory
continued from page 24
to innuence the group. Probe
more deeply into objections and
empathize with team members
who raise them, really listening
to \\hat they have to say about
why they disagree. Then take
some time to mull over the information before you attempt to
overcome the objection. Don't
come up \\llh an ans\\Cr too
quick!) or the objector ''ill feel
you didn't really I is ten or are
gi' ing a prepared an"' cr.
Go Team ! Influencing Your
\ '\-"a J to S ucces~
Great commumcatlon skllb
are essential for) ou to effectively innuence teams and groups.
You can't lead a group well if
you go into the meeting unprepared. You must do your homework In advance so that you can
understand their concerns and
move the team in the direction
you want it to go. When ;ou're
prepared. yet remain nexible,
your inn uence will also extend
to those in the group who might

tend to d1g Ill behind a predetermined position to defend it.
Practicing and refining your
team innuencmg strategy will
lead to success for your group.
Its project and you!

REAL ESTATE NOTES
continued from pa~e 28
The company currently has
an01her location 1n lrv111e ..... .
Development of a nevv mdustrial
park in the cit; of Pems has JUst
gotten undef\\ a). as Chicagobased First l ndw.t rial RcaltJ
Trust broke ground on Perris
R a nc h B u!-.in es!-. Park. an
81. 700-stj -ft proJeCt. It is
located on the southwest comer
of 1\,mdina Ave and Western
Way. off the I 215 Fw y and ne.\t
to March Air Resef\e Base. The
development 111cludcs I 0 singletenant buildings rangmg m size
from 4,900-stj.-ft. to I 0.700Stj.-ft. The buildmgs. which feature secured fenced yards. have
askmg pnccs ranging from
approximately '5800.000 to $1.4
million. Construction will be

completed in the fourth quarter
of 2006. The proJect is being
marketed by John R oldan of
G rubb & E llis. who reports that
three of the bui ldmgs are already
under
contract.. ..... Southern
Califo rnia E dison purchased
19.96 acres of land located
directly off of 1-15 and Clinton
Keith Rd. on Preiiipp Dr. in
Wildomar. 1n a transaction valued at $5.95 million ($6.84/sf).
Edison . "h1ch plans to de>elop
an mdustrial busmess park on
the site. represented ILself m the
trans<ICtlon. The seller. Santa
Ynez-based Olla Trust et al.
''as represented by Patrick
Baker of Sperry Van Ness and
Doug Earnh ard t of Lee &
Associates..... On the leasmg
side. PETCO. the b1g San
D1ego-based pet supply company. signed a long-term renewal
for ILS 329.800-stj.-ft. distribution center 1n Mira Lorna. The
property, which Is owned by
Ohio
S t a te
Teach er s
R et ir em ent Syst em . is located
at 4345 Parkhurst Street, JUSt
west of Etiwanda Ave. and north

EMPIREo iMAGING
SOURCE

of Bellegrave Ave. The transaction had a total value of over $10
million.

This column provides a
review of the latest commercial
real estate acti1•in· throughout
the Inland Empire. It i.1 produced
111 a joint media effort between
the Inland Empire Bu.1ine.1.\
Journal and Renrr.com, a lead
mg Internet realestme ne1u .lite.

Subscribe
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TODAY!
See page 7 7 for details.

·messengerclub
Southern California's

Best Price o Highest Quality

Business-to-Business Mail Specialists
What are you waiting for?
Spending too much time on delivery issues?

INK I TONER CARTRIDGES
PRINTER REPAIRS
All Major Bra nds o Inkjet I Laser Printer
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Let Messenger Club dcs.ign a custom dcliv01) ~olutron
just for you! For your companv's needs.
SERVICES INCLUDE:
• Same Day Delivery
• Next Day Delivery
• Custom Delivery Systems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Specials Service
• Inter Company Bag Fxchang<"s
• Parcel Delivery

BENEFITS/FEATURES
One zone pricing th roughout South<"rn California.
f lex ible p ick-up times a~ late as 7:00p.m.
Guaranteed delivery times as earl\ as 10:30 a.m.
Real-time e-mail confirmations.
Online ord('r entry&. trdcking with personalized ,1ddrps5 book5.
Customized reporting and billing options.
Volume discounts availabl<'

Seniors Housing Report
cominued from paf?e 2CJ

As More Capital Chases
Seniors Housing, Investor
Strategies May Shift
InstitutiOnal investors typically prefer to purchase ex1stmg
properties. as many offer upside
potential that can be tapped mto
by improving efficiency and cutting costs. As the mvestment
market becomes more competitive, however. larger payers may
be forced to look to new development in order to place capital.
In many cases, prices have
increased to levels greater than
replacement costs. "hich Is
expected to push more developer-, 111to action. Fortunately.
some of the supply risk m the
market has been reduced since
the last peak in de\ elopment
act I\ It). as many states have
Implemented Certificate of Need
(CO'\) requirements to regulate
the add iLion of ne\\ facilities.

Independent-Living Facilitie.\
Among the four seniors
housing property sectors. IL
facilities contmue to record the
highest occupancy rates. The
median occupancy rate of stabilized IL properties in the top 30
metro areas is slightly below 97
percent, up approximately tOO
basis points over the past year.
Approximately 25 percent of
stabilized IL properties are fully
occupied. At 98 percent. occupanc] remams h1ghest In facilities offering a m1x of IL unih
along with units servmg higheracuity care. compared to 95.9
percent for freestanding facilities. IL properties in Boston.
Baltimore. Washington. D.C..
and Philadelphia are posting the
highest occupanc] rates, all at
98.7
percent
or
higher.
Developers have taken note.
with approximately one-third
the 8,100 IL unlls under way in
the top 30 metros located 111
these four markets. By MSA,
New York has the most units
under construction. but it also
boasts the lowest ratio of available units to 75-plus-year-old
households, an indication that

or

the market should be in a position to absorb new supply.
Sales pnces for IL properties
have reached record-high levels.
wllh the medmn nearly doubling
last year to $130,000 per unit.
The gam was due to a variety of
factors. including the mnux of
crossover buyers from the traditional apartment sector seekmg
higher yields in semors housmg.
In addition, a few high-4uality
portfolio transactions closed last
year. which provided an extra
boost to the market-wide median. We expect crossover buyers
to remam active through 2006.
but cap rates are expected to
hold stable in the mid-8 percent
range. Most properties arc
already bemg priced on pro
fonna. and nsing interest rates
will offset near-tem1 improvements m operations.

Assisted-Living Facilities
The AL sector continues to
report consistent improvement.
with occupancy among stabilized properties in the !,trgest 10
metros starting 2006 at 95.8 percent. up 170 bam points from
one year earlier. Similar to IL.
approximate!] 25 percent of AL
properties are I 00 percent occupied. The increase in occupancy
supported a 1.4 percent gam 111
revenue last year, pushing the
median to $3,000 per occupied
unit, $900 more than the median
for IL properties. Revenue per
occupied private umt IS slightly
below the overall med1an at
$2,923. while semi-pri\ate units.
or those occupied by two or
more unrelated individuals. are
generatmg a median of 54.420.
Among the top 30 :-.1SAs. there
are 4.600 AL units under\\ a). an
addition of 2.7 percent to existing inventor) Con~truc!Ion Is
highest m New YorJ.: and San
Francisco, followed b] Dallas.
Kansas Cny and Chicago.
Investment in AL facilities
accelerated last year. and based
on recent activity. 2006 results
appear promising. After going
public in Jate-2005, Brookdale
Senior Living went on a buymg
spree and currently has an estimated $725 m illion of seniors

housing properties under contract, many of which are AL
facilities. Abo thi\ year. it was
announced that NatiOnwide
Health Properties IS purchasing
32
AL
facilities
from
Hearthstone Assisted Living for
an estimated $430 million.
Transactions involv111g high4uality properties drove up the
median pnce per unit by 50 percent to $116,000 last year, and it
IS possible that further gams may
be recorded this year for similar
reasons. Cap rates for AL properties declmed I 00 basis pomts
last year to 8.9 percent, though
under-performing asseb or those
in less desirable areas are selling
at cap rates closer to II percent
Another dramatic decline Is not
like!) this year. as interest rates
have increased and long-time
111vestors are shov, ing more
resistance to cap rates for man)
AL properties.
Coalition for Californa Jobs

cmumued from

pa~e

39

Tax and Fee Increase!-.
AB 1177 (Chan) Tax Increase-

Increases the tax burden on
small business by increasing
personal income tax rate to I 0
and II percent and the alternative tax rate (Senate Education)
AB 1766 (Dy m a lly) (Senate
Third
Readmg)/SB
1008
(D u c h e n y/Macha d o)
(Assembly Jobs, Economic
Development and the Economy)
Tax Increase - Reduces the
state's only remaining economic
development tax credit by making 1t harder for business to qualify for the credit and making it
harder for banks to lend to these
businesses
AB 2442 (Klehs) Gas Tax
Increase - Dnves up fuel pnces
for bu.,messes and com.umer., by
1mpos111g a 2 percent tax on oil
compames · net income in excess
of S I 0 million to fund a reduction 111 the gasolme sales tax
(Assembl) Third Readmg)
AB 2829 (R idley-Tho mas) Tax
Increase - Increases taxes on
multinational companies that do
business in California but are
incorporated
overseas.
(Assembly Third Reading)

AM 1510KSPA

''TilDe Out''
With Bill Anthony
and Joe Lyons
They reviev. gourmet foods. travel and
world I~U11ous restaurateurs ...
...plus guest interviews with award
winning chefs. renowned wine connoisseurs and leaders in the hospitality industry each Saturday on "Time
Out" from 10:30 to II :00 am.
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Lucille's: The Reigning Queen of Bar-B-Que
br Joe Lynn\
Luc1lle 's Smokehouse Bar\\'Wil \\hen -..he openetl herO\\ n
B-Que has come to the Inland
re'>taurant to duplicate \\hat her
Empire. With its
'''~•••
granny had taught
Southern cooking
her.
and Del ta Blues
Three generam usic m the ceiltions later this
ing. it is easy to
family restaurant
imagme where the
has become a
name came from.
chain w1th six
Lucille.
of
California locacourse. 1s the
llons and four
famous gUJtar of
more on the way.
B B Kmg. He
Smce 1ts opennamed it tor some
ing m Rancho
lyin'.
cheatin'.
Cucamonga. the
heart
break in·
rather large capacwoman who inspired his music.
ity facility has seldom seen a
At least I thought so. JUSt l1ke
quiet day. Our vJsJt began at
you. I was wrong.
5:00 pm, and it was already
The 'real' Luci ll e was
crowded. It IS easy to see why.
Luci lle Buchanan who grew up
Or perhaps I should say.
working m her grandmother 's
smell why. With its large automated smoker in the center of
bar-b-que shack and learned her
recipes a nd her technique of
the mam dining room, the scent
slow cooking. She and her husof the meat fi lls the air for severband were workmg at the shipal blocks around the restaurant.
As soon as you sit down. you
yards 111 Long Beach dunng

know you are ahout to enjo)
wonderful D1xie egg rolls.
somcthmg special. Almost every
Included also are onwn
seat in the area has a view of the
straws. Unlike other bar-b-que
glassed-m kllchen. An ama;ing
restaurants. Lucille\ 01110ns are
number of chefs seem busy 111
dry, not greasy. You can dnp a
little sauce on them if you like.
there.
At your table arc three botThey're great ellher way.
ties of sauce-the onginal. which
Although the meats arc the
is good. but milt!. the red
backbone (should I say rib-hone)
Memphis. \\ hich is sweeter; and
of the menu, I went for a person
the hot and sp1cy. wh1ch indeed
al favonte. blackened chicken
1t is. although it could be hotter
breast with fettuccini . The chickand spicier 'Jo
, .. .ll:~~~riiii1.11~Er:J en was sliced
matter.
the
thmner than I
food is hot and
am used to, but
w1th the pasta
spicy JUSt as it
is.
and the on1ons
The appeanti peppers, 11
tizers
alone
was an amatcould make up
mg dish. The
an entire meal.
si;e of the servO ur
platter
1 mg
was
plate included fned green tomaremarkable and there was
toes, stuffed jalapenos. very
enough left to take home and
nuke the next day. It was JUSt as
good chicken strips, which go
well with that hot and sp1cy
good then.
sauce, a tri-tip quesadilla, and
continued on page 37
l'l'n onuli~ t·tf
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THE HISTORIC

ll
NeWYork Grill'"

GALLEANO WINERY
CUCAMONGA VAU.EYSINCE 1927
We can
CUSIOm

design

a label
jusl for }Ou
using:

950 Ontario Mills Drive, Ontario
Mon / Thur u:3o a.m.- 9:30 p.m.
Fri u:3o a.m. - 10 :30 p.m. • Sat 4 :30 p.m.- 10:30 p.m.
Sun 4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. • R eservation s Recommended

Pholos
l.ogos
Colors
lmitaJions

It's New York without the attitude' This award-winnmg
restaurant 1s where famous fare is finely defined. Our menu
features prime steab, Australian lobster tad, garlic roasted
chicken, rack of lamb, pnme nb and fresh seafood
specialties. Join us for jazz in our Manhattan Room where
acclaimed a rttsts have made us the Inland Empire's most
mtimate jazz expenence! We take care of every detail with
innovative menu items, specialty dishes, dramatic desserts,
outstanding wine selection and entertainment to complement your dining experience - and discover our magnificent banquet rooms, perfect for hosting your next event.

Wcddmgs • Anmversarics
• Birthdays • SpccJUI I· vents
· Graduations · Holiday Gills

GALL.£ANO WINERY
423 1 Winevdlc Road
Mira Loma, CA 9175:.!
(95 1) 685-5376 or (951) 360-9180
www.galleanowtner):com

Wine Tasting Available Daily
To ur the Histone Winery weekends from 2:00pm lo 4:00 pm or by appointment
Lisled in the National Register of Historical Places
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The1r phone llllmhcr i.1

continued from pa~c 36
Our second dish was a bar-bque chicken salad. agam served
giant style. It comes wnh chucks
of cheese, cucumbers and ns
own sweet and sour taste. Like
my blackened chicken, it earned
well the next day.
We passed on dessert, which
is a shame because Lucille's has
traditional peach cobbler and
bread pudding on the menu. We
did ask for a bar-b-que chicken
sandwich with a side of bar-bque beans to take home. Even
though it waited in the refrigerator ovem1ght, it was still tasty
and spicy.
Lucille's has 13 sides in all,
each one soundmg as deliciOus
as the last. Among the other
intriguing items on the menu are
simple things like a soup and
sandwich selection and a family
super feast for $189. That one
includes three racks of ribs, four
bar-b-que half chickens, two
pounds of hot links, two pounds
of tri-tip and six side d1shes. You
could feed a refugee camp.
Among the other items that I
will have to go back for arc a
long list of burgers and sandwiches. steaks and seafood done
Southern or New Orleans style.
Of course, there are a number of types of ribs. In fact. the
bar-b-que platters offer a wide
variety, not to mention the
smoked ham, spicy hot links and
pulled pork or rib tips.
Lucille's slowly smokes ns
meats with hickory wood. They
believe it g1ves their meat the
best possible bar-b-que flavor. If
you prefer you r meat smoked
but sauceless. they invite you to
ask for your dish "bone dry."
You will have noticed that I
referred to Lucille's in the headline as the "reigning" champ.
This is because any two people
you ask will have an opinion as
to what makes the best bar-bque. (Or even how to spe ll b-b-

(909) 463-RIBS. Of cour.1c.

q.)

At the moment everyone I
have spoken to has given the nod
to Lucille's. I can ' t disagree.

Lucille :S· Smokehouse Bar-BQue is at I 2624 North Main
Street in Rancho Cucamonga.

Riverside Job Market
continued from paRe I
durable goods manufactunng,
wholesale/retai I
trade,
finance/insurance/real estate,
education, services and public
administration. Employers in
transportation/public utilities
plan to reduce staffing levels.
According to the national
seasonally adjusted results of the
Manpower
Employment
Outlook Survey, U.S. employers
still won't budge on hmng plans
for the third quarter of 2006.
Of the 16,000 U.S. employers surveyed, 31 percent expect
to add to their payrolls dunng
the third quarter of 2006, while 6
percent expect to reduce staff
levels.
Fifty-seven percent
expect no change in the hiring
pace, while 6 percent are undecided
about
their
JulySeptember hiring plans.

"Houston, we
have a problem"
cmuinued from paRe 18
leader had never had this particular mission to accomplish
before, but he did have a vast
array of experience-even some
mistakes that allowed him the
focus and determination that
were essential to keep the 3,000
pounds of mass from getting out
of control, where it might injure
the spacewalkers or damage the
space shuttle.
As you came up through the
business ranks. decisions you
made may have cost your
department money, set back a
safe ty record, or otherwise
affected some critical aspect of
the business, but all of that is
part of your essential real -world
education.
Leaders Reac:h for the Stars

As NASA knows. one of the
main considerations for hiring or
promoting semor management
must be whether they have had

experience. traming. and education in problem-solving, espeCially in a crisis situation. Have
they turned cnllcal Circumstances around? .Do they thrive
or shrink in the face of disaster?
Whether walking in space or
walking 1nto a boardroom, good
leaders must not only be prepared for everything that might
go wrong, they must come alive
when faced with a predicament,
large or small. Great leaders
have confidence, can commumcate what's necessary to handle a
problem, and know how to best
utilize the skills of each member
of their team to solve it. The
abthty to lead in the face of a criSIS separates the great leaders,
those who have "the nght stuff."
from those who don't.

For more information please
visit: www.winstonesco//.com or
email: ja~airllc@aol.com.

Targeting the Inland
Empire Market
continued from page 27
boy listens and he told him to
put h1s advertising dollars there?
There are more than 3 million
people here in the Inland
Empire. More are movmg here
every day. Among the new
crowd are any number of whitecollar workers with upper management level incomes. They
have money to spend and they
are willing to spend lt. As a market we are the size of Kansas
City or maybe C leveland. We
just aren't very unified and it
confuses businesses who can't
figure out how to reach us.
From Pomona to Beaumont,
from Big Bear to Temecula, the
Inland Empire needs to stand
united in order to give proof positive of our value as a marketplace.

The California Report:
At the Tipping Point
continued from page 30
ally and statistically on the
assumption that the Tuture will

re\emblc the past. these neverbefore-seen factors add substantial uncertainty. However. the
recent strength shown in sectors
outside of real estate suggests
that while these housing-related
factors will create some drag in
the California economy. it will
not be enough to cause a recession.

Jamaica
continued from page 43
ry added. The scenery IS
unmatchable and the sunsets are
stunning. The white beach
stretches out for seven miles.
Nothing much to do here but
play a little golf and enJOY the
v1ew, but what a view! The
natives will assist you in relivmg
the days when pirates used
Negril as their headquarters to
pillage ships going from the
Spanish Main to Havana. There
are quality. classy places to stay:
Sandals, Grand Lido Negril and
Couples Swept Away are the
best known. and most include
mclus1ve* packages. (*All
meals, hquor and entertainment
included.) egril caters to the
younger, smgle, thirty somethmg set, although all age levels
are welcome if you are into the
lively ambiance.
Jamaica has many packages
offered by many travel consultants in your area. Jama1ca has
mfinitely more places to see, go
and stay which we will visit in
another article at another time.
as we have only scratched the
surface. (www.Jamaica.com will
get you contact numbers and
exact locations for all attracllons
and properties.)

Getting there:
American, Delta and Air
Jamaica have connecting flights
to Montego Bay from Los
Angeles.

Camille Bounds is the travel editor for Sunrise Publications and
the Inland Empire Business
Journal.
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New Cancer Center in Corona
Beginning in 1957 with JUSt
one office located in Los
Angeles. Wilshtre Oncology
Medical Group now offers services at seven cancer centers servmg the San Gabriel Valle)' and
Inland Emptre.
Their newest location in
Corona. in addttton to medical
oncology. mfuston. support and
clinical trials services. will offer
radiatton oncolog)' and PET/CT
imaging sen tees-all with the
latest technology.
The Corona Cancer Center ts
directed by FranJ... D. Hov.ard,
IV. MD. PhD. FACP. who ts
respected for hts profound. sctentifically-based J...nowledge. He

trained alongstde the best m
oncology at Stanford and
Harvard. and then led the Lorna
Linda Medical Oncology program for 10 years before joining
Wilshtre Oncology Medical
Group m 2005. Dr. Howard ts
committed to bringmg pallents
the latest scienttfic developments.

Dr. Howard contmues to hold
a faculty posttion at Lorna Lmda
as climcal assistant professor of
medicine. He also serves as
chief of oncology and hematology at Arrowhead Regwnal
Medical Center. He ts currently
on the medical staff of the above
hospitals. along with Corona
Regional Medical Center. San

Antonto Community Hospital
and Pomona Valley Hospttal
Medical
Center.
Wilshtre
Oncology has also had a long
history of commitment to clinical research and. wtth the1r affiliation with UCLA/Commumty
Oncology Research Network
and Translational Oncology
cominued on page 42
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Coalition for California Jobs
'Job Killer' Bills
AB 1835 (Lieber) (Senate Labor and Industrial Relations)/SB 1162
(Cedillo) (Assembly Labor and Employment) Automatic Minimum
Wage Increases - Increases the cost of doing business without regard
to the state's economy by increasing the minimum wage with annual
automatic increases.
AB 1884 (Chu) Unemployment Insurance Compensation Benefits
- Increases the cost of doing business in California by forcing
California employers to subsidize a strike against their own company
by providing unemployment insurance benefits to workers unemployed due to a strike. (Senate Labor and Industrial Relations)
AB 2209 (Pavley) Unemployment Insurance Benefit Expansion Increases the cost of business by forcing California employers to subsidize a strike against their own company by requiring an employer
to pay locked out workers a monetary penalty equal to level of unemployment insurance benefits workers might have received during a
trade dispute if any business misconduct is alleged. (Senate Labor
and Industrial Relations)

Economic Waves by UCR
connnuedfrom page /6

labor in the region and throughout
the state In the 2004-05 fiscal year.
flilb 40th Ann~Nnory. Cal Stace San Bernardino held a benefit auction
UC Riverside conferred 1,632
degrees. including 3,080 bachelors, ~~~~~'~>~t.'o to,.,_ (urtds to meet
The university wishes to thonlc the
393 masters. and 159 doctoral
-"' CIIIDdaces w1ao conrribured to nHJidnt this benefit 0 success.
degrees.
UCR is an important ecoDean J<oont:
LA County F r As
nomic engine for the fast-growing
,..,.
ye
Inland Empire, made up of 3.8 milu.s ~ttvc J
,_
J« Mer
lion people. The area has about 1.2
Nicholas Couuoun
Apl" Morm Assoc >ted Mg. e.-.
million jobs and accounted for
Co)ote Bool<st""'
Noe'* NICholsiABC
CSUS8 AlhletJa
<W11~
more than 50 percent of all job
CSUS8 libr A
trs
Flo<s Dre:.s or less
growth in the Southern California
CSUSB Pf•u tnry
San 8emardono ('£><Jnty Sheriff
Juan~do
~n~ooSun
reg1on from 2000-2005.
Del COfT4lUI.ers Corpot". liOn

student,....,

"'In addition to the hard numbers, the analysis documents the
workforce contributions of UCR- a
contribution that is the heart of any
research university," Barton srud.
""The creation of new knowledge
both through the education of our
graduates and through research
benefits the local, regional. and
statewide economies by providing
highly-skilled workers and disco\eries that can be applied to new
products and sen 1ces.""
As a distinctive group wtthin
CB Richard Ell1s Group. Inc . the
world's largest full-service real
e\tate company, CBRE Consulung
provides a w1de range of real estate
and urban econom1c consulting
servtces to corporate. tnstttutwnal
and public ector chents throughout
the United States. Europe, .md Asw
Paciftc regwns Founded m 1906,
CB Richard Ellis has a Web site
at www.cbre.com.
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SB 300 (Kuehl) Leave Law Abuse- Opens California's leave law to
potential abuse by removing controls that require that the employee
actually provides the care, among other provisions. (Assembly
Appropriations)
SB 840 (Kuehl) Government-Run Health Care - Imposes a government-run health care system on all Californians. (Assembly
Rules)
SB 1414 (Migden) Health Care Tax - Imposes a tax on employers
with over 10,000 employees to spend the equivalent of 8 percent of
their total payroll on health insurance or pay the equivalent amount to
the state. (Assembly Health)

SB 44 (Keboe) Affordable Housing Development Impediment Slows the development process by adding yet another element to be
included within general plans and increases opportunities for "antigrowth" litigation. (Assembly Local Government)
SB 646 (Kuebl) Water Discharge Fee - Jeopardizes jobs and agriculture and timber industry revenues by imposing mandatory annual
fees for water discharge waivers with no accountability requirements.
(Assembly Inactive File)
SB 764 (Lowenthal) Ports: Goods Movement Cost Increase Increases the costs of goods movement and drives business and JObs
from California ports by requiring the City of Los Angeles and the
City of Long Beach to prohibit any growth at their respective ports
unless that growth can be accomplished with no net negative impact
on air quality. (Assembly Transportation)
SB 1368 (Perata) Increases the Cost of Electricity - Limits the
available power sources to meet California's energy demands while
substantially increasing the price of electricity to consumers and businesses by establishing an unattainable greenhouse gas emission performance standard. (Assembly Utilities and Commerce)
Expensive, Unnecessary Regulatory Burdens
SB 1205 (Escutia) Punitive Regulation - Makes California unattractive to business by raising maximum fmes for emission violations, creating a new category of violators with no due process for the
determination of who is a violator while ignoring that there is no
demonstrated connection between penalties and emission rates.
(Assembly Natural Resources)

Economic Development Barriers

SB 1252 (Florez) Resource Regulation - Penalizes businesses that
are in the process of implementing the latest air standards by imposing an additional civil penalty. (Assembly Natural Resources)

AB 32 (Nune71Pavley) Halts Economic Growth - Increases costs
for California businesses, makes them less competitive and discourages economic growth with little or no proven environmental benefit
by adopting an arbitrary cap on carbon emissions. (Senate
Environmental Quality)

SB 1379 (Perata) Biomonitoring - Makes California unfriendly to
business by establishing a biomonitoring program that could generally lead to the elimination or reduction of use of certain chemicals that
have not been scientifically proven harmful, based on mere detection.
(Assembly Environmental Safety)

AB 1101 (Oropeza) Ports; Regulatory Complexity - Hampers
operations at ports, rail yards and airports by shifting regulatory
authority over emis~ions from state to local entities, creating a patchwork of potentially inconsistent regulations statewide, creating conflicts with federal law. (Senate Transportation and Housing)
AB 1528 (Jones) Halts Economic Growth - Halts much-needed
housing in undeveloped areas by shifting flood liability from state
government to local government, resulting in local governments
refusing to issue development permits. (Senate Rules)

AB 1899 (W olk) Halts Economic Growth - Prohibits development
in the Central Valley by requiring the creation of a 200-year flood
standard that is currently impossible to achieve. (Senate Local
Govemm.ent)
AB 2641 (Coto) Halts Economic Growth - Halts development
indefmitely by requiring openended consl}ltation and ultimate land
use decision by an advocacy commission for Native Americans.
(Senate Natural Resources and Water/Judiciary)

Increases Frivolous Lawsuits

AB 581 (Kiehs) New Reason to Sue - Makes California less desirable as a place to locate or expand a business by opening new
avenues to sue employers by establishing a broad private right of
action that permits joint labor management committees to sue any
employer for certain Labor Code violations that may have occurred
up to four· years previously, among other provisions. (Senate
Appropriations)
SB 1489 (Ducbeny) Government Agency Potential Harassment of
Employers - Invites unlimited "fishing expeditions" by the Attorney
General under numerous statutes, including the Unruh Civil Rights
Act and environmental laws, by making defendant companies pay all
the investigation and Lawsuit costs, including attorneys' fees, if the
Attorney General "prevails." The term "prevail" could include settlements, .changes in operation by a defendant or even a minuscule
monetary award to the plaintiff. (Assembly Judiciary)
conrinued on page 15
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''ITS MASSAGE TIME!"
WHITESELL SANDRA E
1401 E SA~O A!'.'TON10 DR
11235
COLTON C'A 92324
A TOLC'H OF HEALTH
LAPRE' DALE H
2065 O'MALLEY WAY
L PLANO. C'A 91784
(909)214~79K7

AMUUCAN PAYROLL
COMPANY
AMERlPAY INC'
101 E. REDLA~DS BLV
STE 297
REDLANDS. C'A 92373
(909)380-2303
ASAHJ SUSHI JAPANESE
LEEGYEH
2045 E. HIGHLAND AVE
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92404
(951 )288-8270
BEAN'iYS RFTAILAND
BRAID SHOP
WILLIAMS LAVENIA
JIOW HIGHLAND AVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
BELTS4YOU
ALIKUNWER N
14400 BEARVALLY ROAD
VICfORVILLE, CA 92392
BENITEZ INLAND MOBIL
TRUCK REPAIR
BENITEZ MOISES A
10290 BEACH AVE
FONTANA. CA 92335
BIG BOllE APPAREL
LINDSAY ROBERT C
SEAGROVE JASON C
10066 BLACK OAK ST
ALTA LOMA. CA 91737
(818)970-5063
BK ICE CREAM
ALABADY KASEM R
250 N. CLIFFORD AVE
RIALTO. CA 92376
(909)520-0014
BRO. JOSEPH JAMES &
THE S.V.S. CHORALE
JAMES JOSEPH
ll50N. WILLOW AVE
APT A-I
RIALTO. CA 92376
CATRACHO'S TillES AND

MECHANIC
RODRIGUEZ ELSA Y
RODRIGUEZ RAFAEL
735 W RIALTO UNIT B
RIALTO. CA 93576
(909)421~3697

CHERRY POPS CLOTHI'iG
LOPEZ JESl S It
12745 1\I"TII ST
C'HI"O C'A 91710
·909.WI 245R

Clll RCIIIII " H Sl·
\tf'T~

c fl\ ~ u

\IC•~

"'r\''

1'-:\ E ~TMf '-' r~ I"C
H~"f N ~\E Sl TrE '

Cm NAILS & SPA
THAIANH"
7126 CHERRY. SlfrE n70
FO~ANA, C'A 92:117
CO'OCORD H0\1£
JNSPECflO'IIS
MIROFABIAN
9114 ElM STREET
FO~ANA. CA 92335
(909)609- 7289
D.R. ISVESTJ\1ENTS
D.R INVESTMENTS INC
R599 HAVEN AVE. SUfrE 202
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA
91730-4849
(909)373-0187

D-4 MANUFACTURED
HOMES & CO\tMt.RCIAL
MODULAR SALE.'i
DECISION 4. CORPORATION
1254 S WATERMAN AVE. STE
47
SAN BERNARDINO. (A 92408
DODGE'S DENTAL SERVICE
DODGEKURTW
1242 MONTE VISTA AYE.
UNIT*I5
UPLAND. CA 91786
DOJLAN FINANCIAL SERVICES
DOIZAN JEAN ROBERT
3926 N. FLAME TREE AYE.
RIALTO. CA 92376
DUNN-RITE DRIVING AND
TRAffiC SCHOOLS
DUNN SUSANF
14312 MAIN ST.
HESPERIA, CA 92345
(760)948~ 7522
DV PUBLISHING
VETTRAINO DANIEL R
13664 CLINTON DR.
CHJNO, C'A 91710
(909)992~87:10

EL CHARRO GRILL
SALENDA ENTERPRISES

LLC
229 W VALLEY BLVD.
COLTON. CA 92324
(909)370-1921

ENt:RGY SAVERS
fl;TURE EN ERG)
CORPORATION
1671 W.ARROW ROUTE
UPLAND, C'A 917~6
(909)920-5112
EN'I-IRODESIGN GROUP
SHIN DE CHANDRA S
5779 BOCA RATON WAY STE

B
FONTANA , CA 921:16
(9091854~0461

F C COJ\L\>tUNICATIONS
ADDISON ANTHONY
PHILLIP
13060 OASIS ROAD
VI('TORVILLE. C'A 92392
FIRST IXI'ERNATIOSAL
FINANCE - TEMECULA
WORLD EQLITY LENDJro.G
FIRST INTERNATIOSAL
FINANCE CORPORATION
1535 INLAND EMPIRE BLVD
ONTARIO. C'A 91764

GRAND GARAGE INC.
GRAND GARAGE INC.
1267 WEST HOLT BLVD.
ONTARIO. C'A 91762
H&L ENERGY SAVERS
FUTURE ENERGY
CORPORATION
1671 W ARROW ROUTE
UPLAND. CA 91786
(909)920-5112
HERITAGE INVESTMENT
GROUP
HEYER HARBINDER S
HEYER SANDI K
150 N GRAND AVE N211
WEST COVINA, CA 91791
JANI KING
CAIN JR. ALBERT DEAN
5925 MAGNOLIA
RIALTO. CA 923n

JBC TRUCKING
HERNANDEZ JUAN G
I0851 OLIVE ST
BLOOMINGTON. CA 92316
(909)877~2598

PROFt:SSIO'<ALS AGENCY
HUNTKERRIL
II II MOCKINGBIRD RD
WRIGIITWDOD. (A 923970667

MEXICO t'OODS
RA~11REZ ARTURO
RAMIREZ MARTHA
1161 ENDEAVOR DR
UPLAND. CA 91786
(8001305-9315
MIKE LINDSTROM ENTER·
PR!SES INC.
\11KE LINDSTROM ENTER
PRISES INC'
1800 W liTH ST #8
UPLAND. CA 91786
(909)37J-1040
MORAN TRUCKING
MORAN ORTIZ CARMELO
1620 NORTH WILLOW
AVENUE
RIALTO, CA 92376
(909)961-6469

K&Y WHEELS & TOOLS
GONZALEZ FERNANDO A
1399 SATINWOOD RD
COLTON. CA 92324~8495

EMERSON CONSTRUCTION
INC
PETROLEUM POWER
ll'o'TERNATIONAL CORP
49813-B 29 PALMS HWY
MORONGO VALLEY. CA
'1225h

KASSEL & KASSEL A
GROUP OF INDEPENDENT
LAW OffiCES
GREGORY H KASSEL. A
PROFESSIONAL LAW COR
PORATION
334 W. lRD ST N207
S·\N Bt:RNAROINO. CA 92401

t:\lf:RSO' Rt$TOR \flO'
& L \.._OS( \PI"G
PI TROI Ll M PO\HR
I'HfRN \TIOS \l CORP
I ll
P\1 \l~ H\\\
\IOROSGO \ALL£ Y \

1111'S \H.TfR & ICt
DFI G \IXJ \\I I·" liS J
I 01'1:./ GAl I ARI>O \1•\RI \
Fl Ll~A
S I \("\Ill-'-' \ rtR
OlTO" ('~

RBM LOCK & KEYSER~
VICE
CARTER DEBRA JO
CARTER ROBERT AVERY
2235 E 4TH #B
ONTARIO. CA 91764

MOUNTAIN SPAS
NAVARRO BOBBY
1017*A GREENWAY DR
BIG BEAR CITY, CA
92314 1906
(909)744-4363

IlEAL CITY STREET
CLOTHING
LANDERY DAWAYNE L
302JGARDENAST
SAN BERNARDINO. C'A 92407
(9091R80- 3096

MY COMPlJfER STORE
CANCHELUIS
123 W. HIGHLAND AVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(909)910-5509

RICIIUND MORTGAGE
NETWORK
RICHLIND INCORPORATED
1580 N ·o· STREET *6 & 7
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92405

NEW FRIENDSHIPS
DUNLAP MARK
DUNLAP TONJIA
8057 MILAN COURT
FONTANA, CA 92336
(877)734 1350

SERGIO'S MOBILE TRUCK
WASH
ELIZARRARAS MARIA G
9330 CATAWBA AVE
FONTANA, CA 92335
(909)350-8439

NOSTRA PRODUCTION
INC.
NOSTRA PRODU('TION INC.
7862 LANKERSHIM AVE NIIO
HIGHLAND. CA 92346
OLOGY CLOTIDNG CO.
CAMARENA JACOB H
GARNER STEVEN L
5498 SHADOW LANE
ALTA LOMA. CA 91737

ONE SOURCE
SHINDE CHANDRA S
SHJNDE SMITA C
5n9 BOCA RATON WAY STE
A
FONTANA, CA 92336
(909)854-0996
PERMIT MASTERS
PROFESSIONALS AGENCY
HUNTKERRI L
II II "!OCKINGBIRD RO
\\ RIGHTWOOO. CA 92197
OM7
PO\HR 1'.\R\1 H.\1 StR\ I(

t

~

PI fROlf M 1'0\\L R I
'IAT 01'. \I < ltl'
4~ I 1 B I

I OSI & HH '\ll
, <; '101!0[)\:' [I SINESS

Al'l'l E \Alll Y ( o\ 91307
(7N))240-07H I

RAYE'S SWEET THINGS
PLUS
RAYEJEAN
RAYE WILLIAM
7408 PALMETTO AVE
FONTANA. CA 92336-2127

MOTOMAN DISTRIBUTI!'.G
VETRANO PETER J
8468 LOMA PLACE
UPLAND, CA 91786

(909)997~8938

ELITE MOTORS
FAROOQUI MORSHEDUL H
KARIMSYEDM
ISI20PALMDALE RD
VICTORVILLE. CA 92392

R.T.O. PREFAB
INSTALLATION
ORTil ROBERT
8250 VINEYARD AVF N 70
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. CA
91730

P\ \1~ H\\\

r

SHERIN£ MANALOBROSAS
MANALO~BROSA

SHERINEM
11231 SNOWBELL PLACE
FONTANA, CA 92337
(909)429-0801
SOUNDTEK
POOYAALI
6640 MORENO ST
MONTCLAIR. CA 91763

SOUNDTEK PLUS
POOYAALI
6640 MORENO ST
MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
(909)920-90 II

~T[

\I()RO"< ,()I!AI I l ) < \
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.,;,:.••:tJoiL~~

tNIQUE CR"-ATIO'iS
FLORAL DESIGNS
VANN RAQLEL M
7449 CRAWFORD PLACE
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
c-\ 91739-8860
UPLAND MlLT-HEALTH
CLINIC
CALIFORNIA HEALTH CARE MANAGEMENT
FRANCHISE. 11\C'
545 NORTH MOUNTAIN
AVE, #109
UPLAND. CA 91786
(866)255-4162

VALLEY SEW & VAC
JOHNSON WILLIAM
DAVID
12401 HESPERIA RD #7
VICTORVILLE CA 92395
VEGAS CUSTOM CON~
STRUCTION
BOROM JR CHARLES W
11122 YUCCA TERRACE
DR
OAK HILLS. C'A 92344
(760)265-9046
VERTICAL COMPUTER
SOLlJfiO"S
SEDORY STEVEN T
3776 LUPE ('T
C'HII'O. CA 91710
WISDOM
LEESHAWNAN
1925 E WASHINGTON
SUITE C~l2
COLTON, CA 92324
(909)997~8482

WORLD EQUITY
LENDING
FIRST ENTERNATIONAL
FINANCE CORPORATION
353S INLAND EMPIRE
BLVD
ONTARIO CA 91764
WORLDWIDE ESCROW
PADOVA REALTY INC
12505 N. MAIN STREET
SUITE 240
RANCHO CUCAMONGA.
CA 91739
(909)980-5000
WW PROFESSIONAL
MAINTENANCE
HUNTKERRI L
II II MOCKINGBIRD RD
WRIGHTWOOD. CA
92:197-0667
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JOLL\ FAR\IS BAR-8-Q
BTD l'J\"ESTh1Ei'ITS. 1\IC
9511 SIERRAAVENlE
FONTA'JA. CA 92:1~5
i909J812-K975
JOLL\ FARMS BBQ
BTD INVESTMENTS. li'IC
9511 SIERRAAVENlJE
FONTAi'IA, CA 92115
(909)~22-8975

L & M READY \11X
SERVICES
LOMELI RICARDO A
\10RALES LOREi'IZO
7~78 OLIVE TREE W
HIGHLAND. CA 92346-1603
(909\693-6716
L•D•G HOT DOGS &
CHLRROS
8.-\RCELONE GILBERT M
7'108 TOKAY MANOR AVE. SP
71
FONTAJ'A, CA 923:16
LA SUPER TORTAS
HIPOLITO JOSE R
2344 N. STERLING AVE
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92404
(909)8~-3607
EPRODUCE
HERMAN E\1MA
HERMA:'i MEL
4590 EUCALYPT\.:S AVE
UNIT A
CHP.\:0. CA 91710

c

-··~ ..........__...o:~~u. ·-..o..#''

>,10L "'TAJN VII:\~
PAII'<TBALL
S·\i'ITLCI KE.'\1\ETH S
S42:1 ROCHESTER AVE
SUTE 10-l
RAI\CHO CL'CA \10'\GA. CA
91730-1995
!909)193-09<l8
MR TAILORING
RAPP!'>JARIA
181~ OUTER HWY 18 #210
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92107
"EEDED ITEMS
MACL\INE BRIAN R
25612 BARTON RD #349
L0:'>.1A LINDA. CA 92354
OVERLAND INN
MAKWANA SHILPA
710-712 W BROAD\\AY ST
NEEDLES, CA 92163
PAK MAIL 1657
CHAHWALA SMRL-'TI
:1817 GRA'IDAVE #B
CHJI\0, CA 91710
(909)5~8-0816

PALENCIA TRUCKING
PALENCIA DANIEL F
14863 COUNTRY W
FONTANA. CA 92335
(909)641-0190

M&

PALMS TO PINES REALTY
DOWNING JLDITH B
2644 THLLE LA'IE
RUNNING SPRII\GS. CA
92382

MBD EDGE
CURIEL CESAR
REY JENNIFER R
12188 CEi'ITRALAVE # 282
CHINO, CA 91710
1909)865-4887

PINES AND PALMS
REALTY
DOWNII\G JUDITH B
2644 THULE LANE
RUNNIN~PRNGS. CA
92382

MELODY NAILS & SPA
Dt.:ONGANDYL
3\102 GRAND AVE STE C
CHI'iO, CA 91710
(909)590-1499

PARK ROCK CAI'l
CARBONE JEAN M
6554 PARK BL.
JOSHUA TREE. C-\ 92252
(76<11366-3622

MOBILE PIT STOP
JURICA SHANNON H
JLRICA SUSAN E
2I935 VAN BURE"' STE4
GRAI'iD TERRACE. CA 92313
(909)957-J\47

4LESS

POOL & SPA EQUIPMENT
MAL!NS WILLIAM 0
1570 LARK WOOD DR.
Clill'<O. CA 91710
(909)717-6077

POOL & SPA EQU1P'\.1ENT
DISCOUNTERS
MALINS WILLIAM 0
LESS
3570 LARK WOOD DR
CIFUENTES DOSNA M
730 W. 8TH STREET
CHINO. CA 91710
SAN BERNARDINO. CA 92410 (909)717-6077
(909)6:1 17440
POOL & SPA EQI,;IPME!'o"f
DEPOT
MALINS WILLIAM 0
MOJAVE Vl'>TA
3570 LARK WOOD DR
PHARMACY
VISTA PHARMACIES. INC
CHINO, CA 91710
(9091717-6<177
716 E. MAIN STREET
BARSTOW, CA 92311
MODERN STYLES FOR

MOREY MANSION INN
COSGROVE JANET L
i90TERRAC!NA BLVD.
REDLANDS, CA 92373-4846
(909)335-6657

POOL EQUIPME!'o"f
WAREHOUSE
MALII\S WILLIAM 0
3570 LARK WOOD OR.
CHINO. CA 91710
(909)717-6077

..... ~

~

:...

-

PRII'ITS OF GOO
REYNALDA PEREZ
23R9 CIENEGA DR I\ E
HIGHLAND, C-\ 92346
(909)425-(\.182
RECLAIM HAIR PALACE
SALON
RANDOLPH RANDlE H
20261\ RIVERSIDE AVE #F
RIALTO. CA 92177
ROYAL PRESTIGE AJARJ
INTERNATIONAL NET\~ORK

MAGA'IA RICARDO
149:1 WBASELINE ST
SAN BER'IARDINO, CA
924 II
(909)6:15-0775
HOPPINATWILKS
WILKER SO'/ ANTHO'IY D
10244 ARROW RTE #38
RANCHO CUCAMONGA. CA
917.10
SIGNATURE DESIGN
VAGENAS ELENI K
255 W 21ST STREET
UPLAND. CA 91784
SIGNATIRE I"'TERIORS
VAGENAS ELENI K
255 W 21ST STREET
UPLAND. CA 91784
SIGNATURE SPACES
VAGENAS ELENI K
255 W 21ST STREET
UPLA'ID, C·\ 91784
SILVER LAKES GRILL
KARPER WENDY ROSLYN
KARRER KEVIl'.
15075 VISTA RD #522
HELENDALE. CA 92342
SIMPLY LTC CONSULTING
WALL RONALD I
546 E. 4TH STREET
ONTARIO. CA 91764
(909)472-8900
SINAl ADULT
RESIDEI'o"fiA L
REYNALDA PEREZ
2189 CIENEGA DRIVE
HIGHLA'ID, CA 92346
(909)425-0482
SIR VEND A-LOT
BOCK IUS RO'IALD P
842 N. TEAKWOOD AVE
RIALTO. CA 92376
SO CAL. HOT TUBS
PACIFIC CHOICE GOURMET
STAKE AND SEAFOOD, INC
8440 MAPLE PL # Ill
RANCHO CUCA'I.10NGA, CA
91730
STROSG TOWER
REYNALDA PEREZ
2389 CIENEGA DRIVE
HIGHLAND. C'A 92346
(909)425-0482
STRUCTURED
TECHNOLOGIF..S
FANIRAN AYODEJI
15~2 LOS SERRANOS CC
DR #0432
CHINO HILLS. CA 91709
(31 0)977-1268
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SUNSET SQUARE
APARTMEI'<TS
OBA'IA ROGELIO V
11758 LA'IDSDO\\N ROAD
LOMA LINDA. CA 91354
(909)557-?H?:I
THE ASCENSION
GROUP, LLC
THE ASCENSION
GROloP, LLC
12980 YELLOWSTONE AVE
VICTORVILLE. CA 92W5
THE BRIDGE CHURCH OF
THE NAZARENE
THE NAZARE'IE CHURCH
OF BLOOM! 'GTON
9904 BLOOMINGTON AVE
BLOOMINGTON. CA 92316
THE LAW OFFICE OF CHO
DE LA CERRA
DE LA CERRA REBECA
STEPHEN CHO MIN
11112 ELAVE
RANCHO Cl CAMONGA. CA
91710
&

THE TL MOBILE NOTARY
LOPEZ TERRIE
522 W 25TH ST
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92405
THE TRAVELING BROOM
GARDNER Lli'IDA L
455 Jt.:DSON ST SPC 3
REDLA:--IDS. CA 92374
TRAFFIC SEO GURU
CURIEL CESAR
REY JENNIFER R
12188 CENTRAL AVE# 282
CHINO, CA 91710
(909)865-4887
TREBOL'S SKIP RENTAL &
GRADING
A'IDRADE LUIS S
.168 N MACY ST
SAN BERI\ARDl'IO. CA
92410
(90915(,()..9568

TRINIDAD P\RTNERS
FOWLER TERRY J
PEDERSEi'l KIM
18:190 MAIN STREET
HESPERIA. CA 92345
UNIVERSAL MULT!SER\ICES ESCROW & TRUST
ACCT
CHAVEZ OSCAR
17770 VALLEY BLVD
BLOOMINGTON, CA 93:116
(909)421-2320
UNLIMITED CIGARS
SANTUCI KENNETH S
780 E FOOTHILL BLVD D 3
UPLA'ID. CA 91786
WALLY 'S WHATEVER
STANTON. JR WALLACE
SHERMAN
8613 BOLERO DR
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92284
WATER HEATER DEPOT
MALINS WILLIAM 0
:1570 LARK WOOD DR
CHINO. CA 91710
(909)717-6077
WATER HEATER
WAREHOUSE
MALIN$ WILLIAM 0
3570 LARK WOOD DR.
CHINO,CA91710
(9091717-6077
WATER HEATERS 4 LESS
\1ALINS WILLIAM 0
:1570 LARKWOOD DR
CHINO. CA 91710
(909)717-6077

A K ENGINEERING
TINKHAM RICII ~RD \1
27237 5TII ST UNIT('
HIGHLAND. CA 92346
A-M-H
PETERSO'I Jl\1 R
12129 FREMONT ST
YI.:CAIPA, CA 92399
AAA EXPERT WlNDOWS
CLEANERS
LEGGETT KENT D
OCONNELL ROBIN D
7868 MILLIKEN AVE, STE
46:1
RANCHO CLCAMO"<GA. CA
91710
(909)946-4230
AB/TI
AB - IIR COMPANY. INC
12276 HESPERIA ROAD
SUITE #7
VICTORVILLE. CA 92395
ADA ELECTRIC
ANDRADE ANTHONY
DUANE
ANDRADE DEBBIE ELAINE
7010 MONZA PLACE
ALTA LOMA, CA 91701
ALBERTOS MEXICAN
FOOD
ORI'<ELAS ROSA I
477 S 'E' ST
SAN BERNARDINO. CA
92401
(909)381· 1159

WHOLESALE POOL & SPA
EQUIPMENT
MAUNS WILLIAM 0
3570 LARK WOOD DR
CHINO. CA 91710
(909)717-6077

ALEXANDER MOTORS
ALEXANDER MOTORS
22:15 E4TH ST #C
ONTARIO, CA 91764--1507
(909)620-9893

CAL HOME MORTGAGE
PROVIDENT SAVING BANK
125 E. CITRUS AVE.
REDLANDS. CA 92]73

ALTMAN MOBILE NOTARY
ALTMAN WAYNE R
7614 BEAR CREEK DRIVE
FONTANA, CA 92.1.16
(909)463-0925

New Cancer Center in
Corona
continued from page 38
Research International (TORI),
provides patient ·s access to
many important new cancer
treatment trials on the leading
edge of science.
Dr. Howard has built a team at
Wilshire
Oncology,
which
includes an experienced and
compassionate oncology nurse
practitiOner
Stephanie
Hernandez and oncology nurse
Judy Larsen. Dr. Peter Peng,
radiation oncologist, will manage radiation therapy.
Using

only the latest in current technology, 3D conformal treatment,
planning will be used for guiding external beam radiation
along with the highly precise
method of Intensity Modulated
Radiation Therapy (IMRT).
High
Dose
Radiation
Brachylherapy (radioactive seed
implants) will also be available
for patients who would benefit
by having radiation given directly to the tumor site. Dr. Peng's
team includes Jeri Overfelt, who
is a radiation therapist and
Meaghan Dee, the nuclear medicine technologi st.

Jamaica: Lusty, lush and lively
by Camille Bounds Travel Editor
Think the whitest sandy
beaches in the universe, lush
jungles, beautiful mountains,
glistening rivers, and clear
waterfalls. Throw in gastronomic delights and reggae everywhere you tum and you have
boisterous, uninhibited, lively,
happy-go-lucky Jamaica.

_A romanlic l.i:Jlor'j
Jamaica has always been
undulating since Columbus flrst
sighted her in 1494 while on his
second jaunt to the New World.
The island was inhabited by
Arawak Indians who had migrated from South America through
the Greater Antilles about 250
AD and probably reached
Jamaica a few years later.

hundred feet and immediately
blends into the mountains-peaking at 7,400 feet, ic makes for
breathtaking scenery.
Almost
half of the island is at least I ,000
feet above sea level.

'J),/ig/,tj,,f aj,tenlure:J
You can't do Jamaica justice
in less than a week - two is better. Arriving in Montego Bay or
Kingston will g1ve you access to
both coastlines and allowing you
to follow your choice to delight-

/J reall.lahin9 :Jcenery
Jamaica is the third largest
island in the Caribbean (following Cuba and Puerto Rico) and
occupies about 4,400 square
miles.
Its majestic coastline
rises from the sea within a few

Kingston (the capital), is the
most culturally-dynamic center
in Jamaica. She boasts of some
of the choice high-rise hotels
with fine rooftop restaurants.
pantomime dance. classic the-
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Fifteen years after Columbus
spotted this idyllic looking spot
in the Caribbean, the Spanish
tried colonizing her for the purpose of finding gold only to find
it a disappointing venture.
Jamaica then became a neglected Spanish holding and became
fair game for the British to take
her over in 1655. This turned out
to be an unhappy acquisition due
to a group of organized freed
slaves called the Maroons who
operated a type of guerrilla warfare against the British from the
woods and mountains.
British buccaneers operated
from Port Royal in Jamaica,
attacking Spanish ships and giving present Jamaica a more
quixotic history. The locals draw
upon those events to weave
romantic, swashbuckling stories
for anyone who will listen.

Blue Mountains.
The lofty
peaks seem to go to inflmty, and
the deep valleys and lush terrain
Visit Pine
are spectacular.
Grove, a working coffee farm,
inn and restaurant. Here is a
great place for a retreat from the
hustle bustle of Kingston.
Visitors are able to sample the
wonderful Jamaican coffee that
is available. A free tour of Dr.
Sangster's Rum factory is another must-see stop. The small factory
produces
wonderful
liqueurs flavored with local coffee beans, oranges, coconuts and
other indigenous Jamaican produce. Sampling is available.

pies over 18-all are inclusive
and very upbeat. Great food and
service abound. On the lower
end but delightful is the Hibiscus
Lodge with peacocks and its
own tiny private beach.
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ful adventures.
Driving in
Jamaica can be frustrating, and
being alert and careful as you
would in any foreign country is
the advice given by hotels and
locals. Taking guides and available tours are your safest best
bets.

(jforiouj and f,,:J/,
Montego Bay is one of the
most popular commercial areas.
Hotels. apartments and villas.
duty-free shopping and touristfilled beaches are in abundance.
Located on the northeast coast,
halfway between Port Antonio
and Montego Bay Ocho Rios. is
a glorious. lush area with gar-

If you want to see how the

natives spend their holidays, try
to arrange a tour to Black R1ver
~ a slightly seedy town on the
~ south coast. To make up for its
~ faded aura, inviting boat rides
~- are offered into the Great

atre, art museums, galleries, jazz
clubs, English pubs---upscale
dining to disco dives are all a
part of the upbeat Kingston. A
few days in Kingston will give
you the real feel of Jamaica.
Visit the market in the central
part of town, and a ferry ride to
Port Royal is a must. On the high
end, elegant Strawberry Hill is a
beautiful, quiet, secluded. and
expensive property just 45 minutes north of Kingston; at 3.100
feet above sea level, air-conditioning is not needed. A distinctive menu and choice service 1s
offered. The Hilton Kingston
extends
all
amenities.
Midrange Terra 1ova Hotel,
located a mile from the commer-

dens and rivers and many
upscale resorts. Within driving
distance is the famous Dunn's
River Falls one of Jamaica's
most
scenic
attractions.

Cial district. is a quiet, familystyle hotel that offers high tea.

Sandal's, Dunn's River Golf
Resort and Spa welcomes cou-

From Kingston. go to the
south coast and take a tour to the

SmRff tl.e co//ef'

Morass Swamp. The mangrove
trees are fascinating with their
hanging tendrils that set the
stage for an experience where
you can view great blue herons,
jacanas, and purple gallinules. A
lazy crocodile will tour the area
like an old log floating somewhere with a slow deliberate
purpose. On an occasional
moment, if you're lucky and in
the right place at the right time,
you may get to sight the rare
Another
local
manatee.
Jamaican holiday choice is
Treasure Beach a delightful ·easide town that leaves the tounst
mentality bchmd---pleasant. laid
back and a great place to
unwind. Vel) basic and nothing
fancy.
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egril. about 50 miles west
of Montego Bay is a great spot
to decompress with a little luxu-

coflfinued on page 37
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Discover the artistry of The Summit at Sunset Drive.
Be among the frrst to expenence a h1gher leve1 of comfort and elegance w1th t'1ese exclu!:: ve estate-s1zed
•es dences. S1tuated or expansive homes.tes 1n charrn1ng Redlands, the Summ1t at Sunset Drve
proVIdes you w th the perfect opportt..nlty to hve the I festyle you deserve

Pricing starts in the low $1,000,000's.
Brokers Welcome 3%*
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Up to six bedrooms
Up to 4,959 Sq. Ft.
(909) 794-8393
Summit -Redlands.com
MODELS NOW OPEN
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